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ABSTRACT 

 

The use of fruit seed oils in personal care products is of significance to both their function 

and image. Poland is an important processor of fruit products within the EU, and thus has a large 

availability of seeds from domestic fruits, which are normally considered to be a waste material. 

Unfortunately, current literature is scarce of the suitability of these oils for topical use in the form of 

cosmetic emulsions. Published data on these oils is generally limited to their use in the food industry.  

The aim of this dissertation was to determine the viability of domestic fruit seeds, such as 

apple, blackberries, blackcurrants, plum and strawberries as sources of unsaturated fatty acids 

(PUFAs) in personal care emulsions. To that end the seed oils were tested for their fatty acids 

composition. Consequently, the fruit seed oils were used as an additive in the oily phase components 

in oil-in-water (O/W) systems and nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs). The latter as a delivery and 

protection system for the PUFAs 

The O/W systems stability, rheological properties and the sensory analysis were tested. The 

best emulsion obtained during the formulation optimization process had the composition 4% and 5% 

of seed oil with an o:w phase ratio 20:80. The best stability had the emulsions with ratio 

polar:nonpolar lipid 60:40 respectively. 

In fact, the bioactive components are useful only if they are able to penetrate the skin 

unchanged. Therefore, an alternate way to deliver naturally occurring PUFAs was presented. 

Thermodynamic (DSC) and structural techniques (1H NMR) were applied in order to characterize the 

obtained systems in terms of seed oil incorporation into the NLC, and oxidative stability tests were 

used to confirm the protective quality of the systems. During the formulation optimization process 

the most stable nanosuspension with the best seed oil incorporation was a mixture of 4% nonionic 

emulsifiers, 88% water and 6% lipids with a ratio of 6:2, wax:oil. The oxidative stability tests showed 

that the NLC was an effective method of protection of the PUFAs. 
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Introduction 

This thesis will discuss the viability of seed oils derived from the food processing 

industry by-products for a variety of cosmetic emulsions. The domestic fruit seeds1, such as 

apple, blackberries, blackcurrants, plums, and strawberries are an important source of 

unsaturated fatty acids, which are a crucial component of topical cosmetic products. This 

thesis will investigate the formulations, emulsion stability, and various modifications [1] to 

improve these fruit seed oils emulsions. 

 

1.1 Components of vegetable lipids 

The natural lipids consist of different compounds with diversified chemical structure. 

The main group are acylglycerols. The content of triacylglycerols (TAGs) in oils and fats 

reaches about 95 - 98%. Substantial content of specific acyl groups connected to glycerol (i.e. 

the chain length of the acyl group and the degree of saturation) determines the form and 

properties of the lipid. Other compounds such as diacylglycerols (DAGs, about 0.5%), free 

fatty acids (FFAs, about 0.1%) are also present [2]. The amounts of additional compounds 

such as phospholipids, free and esterified sterols (about 0.3%), tocols (about 0.1%), 

triterpene alcohols, and coloring matters like carotenes or chlorophylls are variable. 

However, these minor components are also important. They affect the oxidative stability of 

the oil, as well as the dermatological properties (i.e. tocopherols). Oils also contain some 

amounts of hydrophilic compounds (i.e. hydrophilic phenols or hydratable phosphatides). 

The phospholipids or some sterols show emulsification properties, so they may act as co-

emulsifier in dispersed systems. The content of saponifiable matter is variable. The 

composition of the oil may differ according to the method of obtaining and processing them. 

The most popular modification of oils is refining. It is a multi-step treatment (degumming, 

neutralization, bleaching, and deodorization) designed to purify the oil from phosphatides, 

FFA, color substances, undesired odoriferous and/or flavoring. Additionally, also metals, 

residual soap (from neutralization), pesticides, herbicides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
                                                           
1
 For the sake of readability all tested oils will be referred to as “seed oils”, although in some cases the correct 

form should be ‘kernel oil’ or ‘pit oil’.  
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are removed from oil. The process can also be carried out so as to remove only certain 

components in a predetermined amount (i.e. incomplete). If the terms of cultivation, 

harvesting and storage of plants are in accordance with the recommendations, the oil does 

not have to be refined and the amount of the minor compounds is balanced and does not 

threaten the quality of the oil and of its users.  

According to literature, seeds account for 4 – 12 wt % of the fruit, and contain 10 – 28 

wt % of oil [3-5].  

The oils are used as the main active ingredient in many personal care products, as 

their beneficial effect on skin is well known, and will be described in the following sections. 

1.2 Skin and transdermal penetration 

The skin is the largest organ of human body. It consists of three main layers: 

subcutaneous tissue, dermis, and the uppermost epidermis. The area of interest in this 

dissertation is limited to the epidermis, as it is the main area of cosmetic activity. The 

construction and functioning of the epidermis is exceptional and vital to the health of 

humans.  

The epidermis is a constantly renewing multilayered epithelium. In Figure 1 a detailed 

layered structure is presented. Closest to the dermis is the stratum basale. It is a continuous 

layer, which is with some exceptions one-cell thick. The cells are cuboidal and have large 

nuclei. These form the first step of cells growth in the epidermis [6]. Above these is the 

stratum spinosum. It is composed of several layers of polygonal cells. This is where 

keratinization2 process begins. The desmosomes3 and gap junctions are formed, which join 

the cells together and facilitate intercellular communication. In this layer lamellar bodies 

occur, which are the source of polar lipids, free sterols, phospholipids and enzymes. These 

lipids form an intercellular lipid (IL) structure. The stratum granulosum is the next layer, 

which is two to five cells thick. The nuclei contain grains of keratohialin, a protein that plays 

a key role in keratin fibers formation. The outermost layer of the epidermis is the SC, where 

                                                           
2
 Keratinization is a process of cytodifferentiation. The epidermal cells proceed from stratum basale to stratum 

corneum. 
3
 Desmosome is a cell structure that enables the mutual adherence of the skin cells  
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cells (corneocytes) have no longer nuclei and cytoplasmic organelles. The cells become 

flattened. Filaggrin (protein) is responsible for keratin filament aggregation, and is essential 

for epidermal homeostasis regulation. In SC, the filaggrin monomers become incorporated in 

the so called cellular envelope, which is responsible for the skin barrier function [7]. The 

component that join the envelope with the IL is the CER 1, of which linoleic acid (LA) is the 

main component. The filaggrin is degraded into derivatives of hygroscopic molecules of low 

molecular weight, such as urea, pyrrolidone carboxylic acid (1,2), glutamic acid, and other 

amino acids, which form natural moisturizing factor (NMF) [6, 8, 9]. 

 

 

Figure 1 Cross section of the epidermis [10] - clear differences in the construction of the epidermis. Change in the 
appearance and characteristics of the cells can be observed 

 

dermis 

Keratinocytes of stratum basale 

Stratum spinosum 

Stratum granulosum 

Corneocytes of stratum corneum 

Intercellular lipids of stratum corneum 
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The process of cells differentiation is also called keratinization, because the amount 

of keratin inside the cells increases with cell maturation. The process of cell renewal takes 

about 28 days.  

The skin is an effective link between an environment and the body. It reacts to physical 

and chemical stimuli received from inside and outside the body. It is also a permeable 

barrier, which protects but also enables selective penetration of chemical components into 

its structure. The personal care chemicals can penetrate the skin in three possible routes: via 

hair follicles, via sweat ducts, and through the epidermis. The last can occurs through cells 

and intercellular area, or only through the intercellular area, which is longer but more 

advantageous due to its uniformity. This transdermal penetration phenomenon is complex 

and dependent on many factors which limits the efficacy of topical formulations. The human 

skin is composed of cell layers, which differ from each other in structure and properties. This 

means in practice that the active substance, which penetrates, must overcome a relatively 

small distance (the epidermis is 0.2 to 0.8 mm thick) within very diverse conditions [11]. The 

most important is the difference in total water content between the cells of SC (10%) and 

the stratum basale (over 70%). This is caused by the osmotic gradient [12], of which the 

natural consequence is the transepidermal water loss (TEWL). The water loss is at least 0.5 

mg of lipids per hour/cm2, about 300 g/day) [13]. This phenomenon keeps homeostasis up 

by regulation numerous bio-chemical reactions occurring in the skin like proteolysis of 

desmosomes [14, 15].  

The cells are surrounded by IL. This is a lipid bilayer that consists of phospholipids, 

ceramides (CER), FAs, cholesterol (CHOL) and its esters (cholesterol-3-sulphate), and sterol 

esters. These IL occur in various forms such as crystalline, semi-crystalline, gel, and liquid. It 

is well organized and acts as a cells adhesive. The skin penetration enhancers may disrupt 

the ILs organization (as shown in Figure 2), by fluidization, polarity alteration, phase 

separation or lipid extraction. As long term side effect of this, is an increase in the TEWL. 

That is why the most preferable cosmetic compounds have a small molar mass (<600 Da), 

good lipid affinity, and a high partition coefficient [16], which results in a relatively quick 

transition through the SC. The skin surface is protected by the dead cells of SC but also by 

the sebum. This is a thin layer of lipids produced by the sebaceous glands and secreted on 

the skin surface. The sebum consist of triglycerides, wax esters, and squalene [17]. Together 
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with sweat they form a so called hydrolipid coat, which is a naturally occurring emulsion. 

Sweat is the aqueous phase of the emulsion. The characteristic features of the sebum is the 

acidic pH which makes skin surface a hostile environment for bacteria and fungi. The sebum 

protects the skin from penetration of undesirable chemical substances. Thus, to some 

extent, the task of cosmetics is to overcome the skins natural protection capabilities to 

enhance its function. 

 

 

Figure 2 The ways of IL modification by penetration enhancers in SC [18]. Any disturbances in the IL chemical 
composition of lipids contribute to TEWL increase with all the consequences. 

The driving force for an active substance to penetrate the skin is its concentration 

gradient. While it is important, the concentration gradient does not insure absolute 

penetration [19]. The reason for that is the structure of the SC. Its biphasic composition of 

hydrophilic cells and lipophilic intercellular space cause a greater possibility of penetration 

for lipophilic compounds with low polarity [20], even though the area is incomparably 

smaller, i.e. <1 %. The corneocytes area is estimated to be 99.9% in SC [18].The penetration 

ability of chemicals depends on their physical and chemical properties (stability, polarity, 
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hydrophilicity, lipophilicity, and molecular weight). Equally important is the size of the 

particles. The best solution is therefore a combination of small sized dispersed phase 

containing bioactive substance and its appropriate carrier. Only this can help the bioactive 

component to reach its destination in original (stable) form. This goal may be reached by 

penetration enhancers [21] and so called delivery systems. Such systems include 

cyclodextrins [22] and liposomes [23] or emulsion systems such as microemulsions [24], 

nanocapsules [25, 26], nanoemulsions [27] and lipid nanoparticles [28]. Commonly known 

and used in the cosmetic industry are liposomes. However, they have a number of 

disadvantages. The main and most important is that they cause a decrease in the viscosity of 

the crystal structure of ILs. Moreover, they are sensitive to shear stress that normally occurs 

during the application of the cosmetic product.  

Microemulsions are not widely used on the skin due to the high content of emulsifiers. 

There is a high risk that the excess of emulsifier will emulsify the ILs, which can cause 

dryness of the skin, resulting in irritation. Lipid nanoparticles is one possible delivery system 

due to the specific structure of the matrix and its ability to incorporate active substances 

into the spaces between the FA chains. These will be discussed in later chapters. 

1.3 The role of vegetable oils in personal care products 

The use of lipids in cosmetic products is wide. They are present in every 

physicochemical form of cosmetic products, among which the most popular are various 

emulsion systems. The method of action and characteristics of lipids depend primarily on 

their chemical structure. Their composite activity is due to the fact that they are mixtures of 

various chemical compounds. The individual components of lipids may have extraordinarily 

different properties. They can be used as surfactants, emulsifiers, lubricants, plasticizers and 

solvents [29]. 

From a dermatological viewpoint, the emollients4, which include the cosmetic lipid 

components are divided into two groups: containing biochemical active substances and 

those whose activity is limited to the occlusive layer (OL) formation. The OL is formed on the 

skin surface after the cosmetic application. It moisturizes the upper skin layer through TEWL 

                                                           
4
 Lipophilic moisturizers, which reduce TEWL, and are often designed to soften the skin 
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reduction. This is crucial due to a number of aspects, the most obvious of which is dryness of 

the skin. It is also noteworthy that a lower water content in the skin inhibits the function of 

enzymes5. It must also be emphasized that TEWL reduction is a physical process assisted by 

SFAs and PUFAs [30], and therefore, is partly seed oils dependent. 

PUFAs, due to their chemical affinity are able to complement structures of the IL of the 

SC [31, 32]. These bio-active components of plant lipids are comprised mostly of PUFAs, and 

thus include essential fatty acids (EFAs). PUFAs play an important role in the correct 

functioning of an organism, including the skin physiology [33]. As skin is a peripheral organ 

and thus, if insufficient quantities of PUFAs are supplied, the skin is often deficient in these 

components. This is aggravated by the often limited supply of PUFAs in food. Their 

deficiency induces characteristic changes in skin such as extensive TEWL, which manifests 

dryness, or keratinization disorders. These often lead to an excessive epidermis 

desquamation 6 and hyperproliferation 7 [34, 35]. In addition, PUFA deficiency of the skin will 

lead to an “ectodermal defect”, which is caused by an impaired production of ceramides and 

lipids in the skin, resulting in excessive drying and skin irritation or even dermatitis (skin 

inflammation). The symptoms of acute inflammation are pain, heat, redness and swelling. It 

is a response of the organism to remove the injurious factor and to initiate the healing 

process. The inflammation is influenced by the presence or absence of EFAs (also commonly 

known as “omega acids”).These EFAs were named due to theirs double bonds position: n-6 

(ω-6) and n-3 (ω-3) [36]. α-linolenic acid (ALA, 18:3n-3) is the parent compound of the (ω-3) 

fatty acids (FAs) and linoleic acid (LA, 18:2n-6) is the parent compound of the (ω-6) FAs. 

These two EFAs have a major impact on the proper skin functioning [37, 38], since are 

progressively converted into various bio-active substances. One of these derivatives, 

icosanoids are synthetized from LA and ALA as a precursor. The icosanoids derived from ω-6 

are much more pro inflammatory as compared to the derivatives of ω-3. These signaling 

molecules are synthesized as required, i.e. immediately after mechanical trauma of the cell 

[39]. In addition, LA and its derivatives protect the skin against the side effects of ultraviolet 

radiation (UV). UV-B suppresses the immune system and induces an inflammatory response 

                                                           
5
 By lowering the level of hydration of the enzymes, and their access to substrate molecules, and altering their 

tertiary structure 
6
 Skin peeling which is unnoticeably when normal and intensified when result from disease or injury  

7
 Abnormally accelerated process of physiological cell renewal of the epidermis 
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by disruption of prostaglandin and leukotriene synthesis [40, 41]. The photo protection 

mechanisms in the skin relies on a balance between inflammatory, immune and antioxidant 

systems, so as melanin production. Increased TEWL, inflammation processes and 

keratinization disorders lead to skin dryness, which additionally intensifies these processes. 

Moreover, LA can be incorporated in the lamellar bilayers structure, and also is an essential 

part of ceramides synthesis which takes place in the epidermis [42]. This is crucial for proper 

skin functioning. The ILs organization was not fully known and understood until 2012. Iwai et 

al. [43] as first described it as stacked bilayers of fully extended CERs with cholesterol (CHOL) 

molecules associated with the CER sphingoid moiety. The intercellular lipids of the SC is 

presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3  The intercellular lipid structure tetracosanylphytosphingosine (C24:0) in fully extended conformation with 
cholesterol associated with the CER sphingoid part, and FFA (lignoceric acid, C24:0) associated with the CER FA part [43, 

44]. 

The intercellular lipid structure is condensed and ductile and thus make the SC a barrier 

with low permeability [43, 45]. That indicates that stay-on type personal care products 

should contain compounds forming part of SC, thereby the IL structure can be supplemented 

without disrupting it after application of penetration enhancers.  

Since the CERs and FAs play a key role in the organization of the bilayer structure and 

barrier function of the SC, they should be the key bioactive components of the cosmetic 
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formulations. The other possibility is to let the skin to synthetize the CER by itself. Natural 

oils can supplement skin in FA also via external use [46]. It may also occur by topical use of 

the emulsion systems. The mechanism is presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Lipids and enzymes that are secreted at the interface between layers are further modified to form long chains of 
ceramides [46] 

 

It is therefore of primary interest of this work to design such emulsions to facilitate and 

complement the skin. To that end, the possibility of supplementing the UFAs, from a variety 

of sources has been investigated. The supplementation can concern also the PUFAs, since 

the ALAs main advantage is anti-allergenic activity by the allergic mediators decrease [47]. 

The skin allergy leads to disruption of the intercellular lipid composition of the SC. On the 

other hand, lipid disorders in SC enhance allergy symptoms. The mutual relationship of 

causes and effects suggests the cosmetic emulsion should contain FAs. 
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1.4 Domestic fruit (seed) oils in comparison to exotic fruit (seed) oils 

Oils from distant corners of the world are still gaining popularity. The exotic seed oils 

are desirable components of all cosmetics. It is noted that some oils are occasionally more 

fashionable than others for a given time. The advertisers praise the “magnificent” properties 

of an oil. This is especially true for exotic oils, where the word “exotic” usually allows the 

consumer to feel that the oil is unique and exclusive. Their effect on the skin, nevertheless, 

in most cases it is nothing more than marketing and product imaging, which is enhanced by 

additives of an exotic nature.  

 Analyzing available data, on popular seed oils it appears that our domestic seed oils 

are the same or even better if taking under consideration the amount of its valuable 

components. The components, which to a large extent determine the quality of oil are UFAs 

of the C18, i.e. C18:1, C 18:2 and C 18:3 [38]. The comparison of most popular seed oils due 

to its origin is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Most popular seed oils used in personal care products in comparison with tested seed oils [47-56] 

 

The seed oils from domestic fruits are a rich source of UFAs. The blackcurrant-, 

blackberry-, raspberry- and apple seed oil are characterized by an exceptionally high content 

Oil common 
name 

Plant Latin name 
Fatty acid quantity % in total seed oil 

Origin 
Most cultivated crop C18:0 C18:1 

C18:2 
(LA) 

C18:3 
(ALA) 

Moringa (Moringapterygosperma) 6.0 71.8 0.6 0.1 Africa 

Marula (Sclerocaryabirrea) 7.4 71.3 6.7 <0.5 Africa 

Andiroba (Carapaguaianensis) 5.0-12.0 45.0-55.0 
5.0 – 
15.0 

0.0-1.0 
Brazil 

Argan (Arganiasponosa) 4.3-7.2 43.0-50.0 29.0-37.0 4.3 – 7.2 Morocco 

Cloudberry (Rubuschamaemorus)  13.0-19.0 40.0-52.0 27.0-38.0 
Northern parts/countries (Canada, 
Russia, Scandinavian counties) 

Grape (Vitisvinifera) 3.0-6.0 12.0-27.0 60.0-76.0 0.0-0.5  

Hemp (Cannabis sativa) 2.0-4.0 8.0-15.0 50.0-60.0 15.0-25.0 Asia 

Perilla (Perillafrutescens) 1.0-3.0 12.0-22.0 13.0-20.0 0.0-1.0 East Asia 

Meadowfoam (Limnanthes alba) 0.0-3.0 8 51 20 California 

Jojoba (Simmondsiachinensis) 0.0-0.14 5.0-15.0 <0.5 <0.5 Central America 

Amarantus (Amaranthuscruentus) 1.0-4.0  16.0-25.0 41.0-61.0 <0.5 Central America 

Blackcurrant (Ribesnigrum) 1.0-3.0 10.0-16.0 43.0-49.0 12.0-16.0 Europe, Asia 

Blackberry (RubusFructicosus) 1.0-4.0 15.0-19.0 50.0-65.0 14.0-20.0 Europe 

Raspberry (RubusIdeaus) 0.0-3.0 12.0-16.0 48.0-60.0 20.0-30.0 Europe, Asia 

Strawberry (Fragariaananassa) 1.0-4.0 14.0-19.0 38.0-48.0 30.0-39.0 Europe, Asia 

Plum (Prunusdomestica) 0.0-3.0 60.0-80.0 15.0-25.0 0.0-0.5 Europe, Asia 

Apple (Pyrusmalus) 1.0-3.0 28.0-34.0 52.0-64.0 0.5-2.0 Europe, Asia 
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of LA. The plum and apple seed oils are rich in oleic FA (up to 80% and 34% respectively). The 

comparably high amount of this FA contain argan, cloudberry, grape, hemp and amarantus 

oil. The significant content of ALA is present in raspberry and strawberry seed oil (up to 30% 

and up to 39% respectively). Lower amounts of ALA (but still significant) is present in berries 

seed oils (up to 20%). The comparably high amount of this fatty acid content contain only 

cloudberry and hemp oils. Taking into account the data presented in Table 1, it can be seen 

that the native seed oils can be considered as a valuable component in pharmaceutical and 

cosmetic industry. Their wide spread use in the cosmetic industry is only restricted by 

marketing.  

 

1.5 Fruit seeds as a waste by-product 

The demand for natural plant ingredients is still increasing in all industries, in particular 

the cosmetic industry [57]. Public attention is not just on the use of plant materials, but 

rather the reutilization of waste plant materials which is consistent with the principles of 

green chemistry [58]. The scale of the problem related to the amount of waste material is 

even greater because Poland is the biggest fruit processor of apples, blackcurrants, 

raspberries and strawberries in this part of the world [59]. For this reason, there are 

hundreds of tons of seeds that are by-products of food processing. Studies have shown 

(Chapter 1.4) that cold pressed seed oil contain a significant amount of bioactive 

components such as PUFAs and tocopherols [60, 61] which are crucial for proper skin 

functioning. This additionally justifies the use of waste seeds as raw materials for the oil 

production. This is even more profitable if these oils should be extracted by cold pressing 8. 

This method is simple, inexpensive and ecological. It is admittedly less efficient than pressing 

after heating the raw material (seeds), but the quality of the cold pressed oil is higher [62] 

and thus more suitable for topical application. 

The cold pressed domestic fruit seed oils should be therefore used as components of 

the personal care products formulation.  

                                                           
8
  Cold pressing is a mechanical method for extracting oil from raw materials, which are squeezed under high 

pressure in a single step.  
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1.6 Formulation process 

The formulation process is applied when either a new raw material or new 

technology is incorporated into the cosmetic product. In this dissertation the viability of cold 

pressed domestic fruit seed oils obtained from waste material as new potential cosmetic 

ingredients is investigated. In this case, the first step of the formulation process is the 

determination of the general product quality features (physical and chemical 

characterization) in order to anticipate its influence on the skin, and most suitable type of 

personal care product in which it will be incorporated. It is crucial to state the initial 

assumptions and select the basic ingredients that could fulfill the intended goals of the 

product. The optimization should be a deliberate action carried out with only basic 

ingredients in order to ease further changes and to have no interferers that may occur while 

using dozens of ingredients at time. For the formulating of an emulsion system the 

components of individual phases, the emulsifier or emulsifier mixtures with suitable HLB 

should be planned, in addition the mixing parameters are chosen. The latter directly affect 

the particle size. The optimization process concern the qualitative and quantitative selection 

of individual components, phases and their volume ratios. One parameter or component is 

altered in each iteration or change. After every change the system stability should be tested. 

The stability test is the starting point for further steps of optimization. After selection of the 

best formulation, other components may be added, for example thickening agents. The 

schematic steps of formulation optimization process is presented in Figure 5. 

During further procedures microstructure, stability, rheological behavior and sensory 

analysis is tested. The final goal is a prototype (“base”) that can be ready to use or prepared 

for further optimization in order to design a scale-up manufacturing process. All the 

rheological behavior profiles parameters have to be taken under consideration for proper 

condition adjustment of technical mixers. Thus the flow behavior is crucial also in terms of 

power consumption, blending speed and time, final viscosity, and so in post treatment time, 

i.e. while pouring into the containers. The latter is of great importance also in terms of 

application.  

The formulation optimization process is complex and is based on consequent testing 

in order to obtain the system with best parameters. 
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This thesis will follow this formulation process. Initially, the PUFA content for the fruit 

seed will be analyzed, then simple O/W emulsions will be prepared, and analyzed. Eventually 

sensory analysis will be conducted and more advanced formulations will be used to protect 

the PUFAs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Schematic steps of formulation optimization process 

idea: a new component 

 physical and chemical characterization 

benefits for the skin: role of new component in cosmetic formulation  

Should the new component be part of 

dispersing or dispersed phase? 

 

Should the new component be part of oily 

or aqueous phase? 

 

Need to be determined: 

other components in formulation 

emulsifier(s): quality and quantity 

oil:water phases ratio 

mixing parameters 

best formulation(s) for further optimization 

rheology behavior 

Can it penetrate the SC?  

stability test sensory profile 

stability test rheology behavior 

 

sensory profile 

 

best formulation(s) for further optimization 
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2 Aims of the research 

It was aimed that the research will be a contribution to the efficient use of native 

fruits’ seeds and kernels, which are waste by-products in the food processing industry. The 

fruits investigated are: apples, strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, blackcurrants and 

plums. The scope of this work covers the physicochemical analysis of domestic fruit seed oils 

and their viability as an oily phase in oil-in-water emulsion systems. The simple emulsions 

and nanostructured lipid carriers were chosen as representatives of personal care emulsions. 

It was assumed that the obtained systems form a model product that can be modified 

depending on the purpose and needs of the cosmetic or pharmaceutical industry. Therefore, 

systems contain only the required number of ingredients most commonly used in these 

industries. They contain neither the excipients 9, such as those extending microbial stability, 

nor thickeners, coloring agents, pH regulators and perfumes. 

Preparation of various kinds and types of emulsion systems requires the use of 

different techniques. However, using similar or the same components allows one to 

compare the obtained systems. The comparative tests are provided in terms of their physical 

and chemical stability, rheological behavior and sensory analysis. Experiments were 

conducted in order to help to determine the influence of the seed oil on systems stability, 

rheological and sensory properties.  

The primary aim of the research was chemical and physicochemical analysis of the 

selected seed oils. It was necessary to determine their appropriateness of use in cosmetic 

formulations. Due to the fact that these oils contain components that are sensitive to 

external factors, it was decided to use them as ingredients in dispersed (internal) phase of 

the systems. Otherwise it would be necessary to apply additional stabilizing components. 

Nowadays the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries are focusing on these specific 

directions of research, whose aim is the reduction of the additional compounds such as 

emulsifiers, fragrances, UV- and bacteriostatic. The reason is to minimalize the potential skin 

irritation. For the same reason also the amount of biologically active substances is reduced, 

                                                           
9
 These are additional components used in formulation, such as binders, bulking agents, fillers, diluents, etc.  
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since not the amount of bioactive substance but the way it is incorporated into the system 

determines its real effect. 

Given the current state of knowledge about cosmetic preparations it was necessary to 

verify the applicability of the oils in lipid nanoparticles, which are modern emulsion system 

derived from a simple oil-in-water emulsion.  
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3 Organization of the thesis 

In this thesis different types of emulsion formulations were developed to assess the 

suitability of selected fruit seed oils as emulsion system components. The dissertation also 

includes results of chemical characteristic of the oils. The emulsions were developed 

intended with respect to dermal use. The thesis categorizes several experimental works, as 

discrete chapters (Chapter 5, 6 and 7), with individual methodology, results and conclusion 

sections. This was done to aid understanding of each separate process and aspect of the 

formulation process. The thesis consists of nine chapters, which are organized as follows: 

The first chapter is an introduction to the thesis. It contains description of the main 

components of vegetable oils and its role in personal care products. In this part also the 

issue of possible use of seeds, which are a waste product in the fruit processing industry has 

been raised. 

In the second chapter the aims of the research are outlined. 

In the third chapter a structure of the dissertation is presented. 

Chapter four contains a literature review. It is an introduction to the experimental part. The 

essential issues has been presented in the area of emulsion construction and its basic 

ingredients, the physicochemical and chemical stability, and so the rheological behavior of 

the systems. In this section the issues related to the sensory analysis are presented.  

Chapter five presents characterization of the selected fruit seed oils that in the further parts 

of the thesis were the subject of research. 

Chapter six presents the results of the studies of selected seed oils as lipid phase 

components of traditional and popular oil-in-water emulsion.  

Chapter seven relates to the new technology. It contains the results of new form of oil-in-

water emulsion system which is lipid nanoparticles. These form of emulsion can be treated 

as a final product or as a component of other emulsion to create a multiple system. 
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Chapter eight and nine present the summary of the research, the final conclusions and the 

outlook for further studies. 

The schematic structure of the thesis is presented in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 Diagram of thesis construction 
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4 Background and significance (Literature review) 

4.1 Organization, types and classes of emulsion systems  

An emulsion system is a special kind of a colloidal system where one phase is 

dispersed in the other. The main components of such a system are at least two immiscible 

phases [63]. Their contact results in an interfacial tension increase, which is proportional to 

the area of the contact. Also the free energy of the system and the entropy increases in 

proportion to the interface. Such strong interactions prevent the creation of an emulsion. 

Therefore, the emulsion, with a certain exception, is heterogeneous and thermodynamically 

unstable. Two immiscible phases will create an emulsion briefly after vigorous stirring. To 

facilitate the emulsification process and to sustain the result for longer, a surfactant (surface 

active agent) is needed, which organizes itself on the interphase decreasing the tension. 

Interfacial area of the emulsion reaches several square meters per gram. The differences are 

due to the internal phase droplet size. The greater the degree of dispersion, the greater the 

contact surface phases. There are several types of emulsions based on the dispersed droplet 

size: macroemulsions (> 400 nm), miniemulsion (100 - 400 nm), microemulsions (5 - 10 nm 

or 100 - 140 nm) and nanoemulsions/micelles (<5 nm). There is no rigid division, and the 

exact nomenclature is variable depending on the authors of the papers, or books [64-67]. 

Nanoemulsions are however not strictly speaking an emulsion, since the oily phase is 

comprised of the alkyl chains of the surfactants. In addition, any of the above emulsions may 

be classified as “nanoemulsions” since they all occur in the nm range. The presence of two 

phases does not imply the presence of only two components. Each phase may contain many 

components with the same affinity. Ingredients are divided in two phases: "aqueous" and 

"oily". Therefore, there are oil-in-water (O/W), where droplets of oily phase are dispersed in 

the aqueous phase, and water-in-oil (W/O), where droplets of aqueous phase are dispersed 

in oily phase. The emulsions are therefore classified due to the nature and organization of 

the phases in the system (Figure 7). 
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As used herein, the term "oil" or "oil phase" is broadly used to describe an oil or an 

oil plus oil-soluble components desired in the final oil-in-water emulsion. Similarly, the term 

"water" or "water phase" is used in an analogous broad sense.  

 

 

Figure 7. Types and classes of emulsion systems. The systems are divided by type of dispersion (organization of the 
phases) and the particle size of the internal phase. 

 

To a certain degree of accuracy, the difference in particle size of the emulsion can be 

determined by observation of the emulsion. The differences in shades are the result of 

differences in the absorption and reflection of electromagnetic waves of the visible 

spectrum (400 - 780 nm). Among the emulsion systems microemulsion can always be easily 

identified. The diameter of the dispersed phase droplets is smaller than the wavelength of 

visible light, which causes the system to be transparent [68]. 

Analyzing literature, it can be assumed that the primary emulsions are the starting 

point for further modification (Figure 7). Frequently discovery of new emulsions are 

unintentional. An example is the first written mention of multiple emulsions. Seifriz in 1925 

described the accidental result of his research as a emulsion systems “with three or four 

components” [69, 70]. His discovery of multiple emulsions initiated a number of studies. 

Multiple emulsions are considered to be systems with relatively low stability and poor 

reproducibility of preparation [71, 72]. The method of multiple systems analysis has not 

changed significantly since that time, in contrast to the preparation methods. 

Notwithstanding the multiple emulsions continue to arouse interest. Often referred to as 

“emulsions of emulsions” [73] as a dispersed phase (inner) forms a primary emulsion, and 
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the dispersion phase (external) is an aqueous or oil phase, depending on the system type. In 

this system two types of emulsions (O/W and W/O) coexist [74]. 

Accidental discoveries, intentional improvement of the already known systems and 

technological advances have resulted in a multitude of types and kinds of emulsions. In the 

90s of the last century, the use of a fat with a high melting point (m.p.) (solid at room 

temperature) as a single component of the oil phase has resulted in solid lipid nanoparticles 

(SLN) formation [75-77]. A simple modification has created a number of opportunities to 

produce new bio-actives delivery systems. This discovery also led to a significant decline in 

interest in micro- and multiple emulsions. The first due to the relatively high content of 

surfactants, the latter - due to the difficulties in process repeatability. The new emulsions 

combine the advantages of these systems (small droplet diameter and the protection of the 

lipophilic active substance) and do not have their disadvantages. The diameter of the 

dispersed phase droplets of lipid nanoparticles ranges from 40 to 1000 nm [78]. 

4.2 Emulsifying agents 

The emulsifiers belong to a group of surfactants. These are the chemical compounds 

whose structure has two parts having opposite properties: nonpolar or weak polar part 

(hydrocarbon origin), and polar part (both kinds: which can create ions, and other that 

cannot) [79]. This determines their crucial property, which is their ability to reduce surface 

or interphase tension. Depending on their chemical structure they can be cationic, anionic, 

amphoteric (zwitterionic), or nonionic. In a given environment (air-water or oil-air) 

(hydrophilic or lipophilic) surfactant molecules are adsorbed at the interface according to 

their affinity. After complete saturation of the border they begin to organize inside in form 

of micelles. This point is called the critical micelle concentration (CMC), and is the 

characteristic value for each surfactant concentration at a given temperature [80]. Beyond 

the CMC two kinds of micelles can be formed due to the chemical affinity of molecule and 

the external environment. One is where the non-polar alkyl groups are turned inwards (in 

hydrophilic solution) or inverted micelles, where the non-polar alkyl groups are faced 

outwards (in hydrophobic solution) [81]. Further exceeding the surfactant concentration 
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cause the changes in the systems energy. This results from surface tension, conductivity, and 

viscosity of the environment.  

Due to the affinity, some chemical compounds may be incorporated in the space within 

the micelles. This is the solubilization phenomena and is frequent used in cosmetic industry 

(micelle solutions). In this case the interface is not formed, which is characteristic for the 

emulsion systems. In emulsion systems the surfactant is the most important factor that 

determines and helps to predict the type of emulsion that will be formed. In 1949 Griffin 

presented his pioneer idea about hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), which refers to 

nonionic emulsifiers [82]. The HLB is a parameter that shows the ratio of the hydrophilic part 

to the hydrophobic part in an emulsifier compound or particle. This method is still used 

today, however is applicable to pure emulsifier and does not take under consideration 

factors like: temperature, oil type, co-surfactant concentration, presence of electrolyte, and 

synergism of the nonionic surfactants mixtures [83] which affect the emulsifier properties 

and cause changes of the surfactant monolayer curvature. This can change, in some extent, 

the preferred dispersion type that will be formed. Moreover, the emulsification method, 

phases volume ratio, and phases viscosity also influence the type of dispersion. That is why 

the HLB is rather a hint for choosing a suitable emulsifier rather than a main tool in emulsion 

formula optimization, especially that the required HLB (HLB of the emulsifier adjusted to 

given oily phase of the emulsion) still has to be determined experimentally [84]. 

4.3 Emulsion and its effect on the skin 

The effectiveness of cosmetics product i.e. emulsions is based on two main functions: 

moisturizing and biological effect. The first is based on reducing the TEWL using a so called 

incomplete occlusive layer [30]. It is formed after cosmetic application and evaporation of 

water and volatile compounds. The skin hydration and occlusive layer are of primary interest 

in the cosmetic industry. Unfortunately, the thin residue of cosmetic on the skin is exposed 

to external factors i.e. high temperature, oxygen and UV radiation. This may cause the free 

radicals formation and thus easily damage the double bonds in the acylglycerols [85]. In 

addition, with the presence of water, hydrolysis may occur. FFA are separated from the 

triacylglycerols (TAGs), causing a decrease in pH [86]. There is an interaction between the 
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reduced pH and inflammatory mediators, which lead to skin irritation and inflammation10 

[86-88] due to skin tissue mediators excitation [89]. Even though, the cosmetic is well 

protected in the container, after application it is endangered. In many cases the structure of 

bioactive components are being destroyed on the skin surface. A result of which the 

bioactive component may be deactivated in a best case scenario, or in a worst case scenario 

it will lead to skin irritation. 

Decades ago the aim was to use the maximum permissible concentration of the bioactive 

substance in the cosmetic formulation. This resulted in skin irritation. Nowadays it is known 

that the delivery system is much more important, as it enables to control the release in the 

skin. This allows for small doses of bioactive component to be applied, which may release 

slowly into the skin. That is particularly crucial in case of EFAs such as LA, arachidonic acid 

(AA), and docozahexaenoic acid (DHA) since they may accumulate in tissues. It is also 

important in case of components with usage restriction [90].  

The EFAs are comprised of LA and ALA are classified as ω 6 and ω 3. It means that 

first double bond is at the sixth or third carbon atom from the end of the carbon chain. 

Docozapentaenoic acid (DPA) and docozahexaenoic acid (DHA) FAs are final products of ω 6 

and ω 3 FAs conversion. Both regulate formation of the inflammation process. Both are 

converted in the body [91]. The path of conversion is presented in Figure 8. 

 ω 6 FA ω 3 FA  

 ↓ ↓  
LA C18:2n-6 C18:3n-3 ALA 

 ↓ ↓  
GLA C18:3n-6 C18:4n-3 SDA 

 ↓ ↓  
DGLA C20:3n-6 C20:4n-3 ETA 

 ↓ ↓  
AA C20:4n-6 C20:5n-3 EPA 

 ↓ ↓  
 ↓ ↓  

DPA C22:5n-6 C22:6n-3 DHA 

Figure 8 EFAs path of changes occurring in the organism. Elongation (Increase in chain length by adding two carbon 
atoms) and desaturation (three new double bonds formation) 

 

                                                           
10

 Acute or chronic response of the tissue to triggering stimuli such as: UV radiation, physical irritants (injury), 
chemical irritants (detergents, acids), and allergens.  
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Both ω-6 and ω -3 FAs are important structural components of cell membranes, serve 

as precursors to bioactive lipid mediators, and provide a source of energy. Long-chained ω -3 

PUFA in particular exert anti-inflammatory effects. Both dietary intake, topical 

supplementation and endogenous metabolism influence whole-body status of EFA. 

Taking into account the above, the PUFAs should be incorporated in kind of vehicle to 

provide a slow release to the skin. This is why the bioactive chemicals are not applied direct 

on the skin surface, but used as emulsion component. 

 

4.4 Stability of the emulsion systems 

A crucial emulsion feature that indicates its usefulness is its stability. The interfacial 

tension increase is the main reason of the instability of the system. The migration of the 

dispersed droplets favors larger aggregates. Keeping the lowest possible interfacial tension 

determines the stability of the emulsion. The emulsifier (or mixture of emulsifiers) should 

form a flexible film at the interface. A decrease in stability of emulsion system stems from 

the fundamentals of physical chemistry and thermodynamics of dispersed systems. 

In dispersed systems a series of forces operate. The interfacial region is characterized 

by specific physicochemical properties that are different from two bulk phases.  

A large value of surface free energy causes a decrease of total surface area of the 

dispersed particles unless the interfacial tension is reduced to keep the system more stable. 

For that a droplet curvature should be taken into account. The curvature is considered to be 

close to planar when the droplet size of >10 nm. A curved interface influences the Laplace 

pressure (P), which is the pressure difference between the inside and outside of a curved 

surface. The smaller the droplet of dispersed phase, the bigger the pressure inside of the 

droplet. That is why nanoemulsions may contain a smaller (than usual for larger emulsion 

sizes) amount of preservatives, because the pressure is high enough to create bacteria 

unfriendly environment, which is crucial for water-in-oil systems. 

In emulsion systems van der Waals attraction take place. There are three types of 

these force that takes place between atoms or molecules. There are dipole-dipole 
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interaction (also known as Keesom’s), dipole-induced dipole (also known as Debye’s) and 

induced dipole-induced dipole (also known as London’s) [92]. The Keesom’s and Debye’s 

forces are vectors with large attraction, but different orientation and therefore the forces 

are cancelled [93]. London’s interactions are crucial in emulsion systems. It arises from 

charge fluctuation. The energy between two atoms or molecules is short range. It is inversely 

proportional to the sixth power of the separation distance between atom or molecule. On a 

macroscopic scale, the London’s interaction can be added resulting in stronger attraction. 

The interaction decrease very rapidly with increasing distance separating the atoms. To 

counteract the van der Waals attraction, two phenomena take place. The first is an 

electrostatic (Coulombic) repulsion between two similar charged molecules, and the second 

is steric repulsion due to the nature (size and branching among others) of the emulsifier. The 

electrostatic repulsion occurs by the adsorption of an ionic surfactant. The surface potential 

decreases linearly to Stern or zeta potential, and then exponentially with increasing distance. 

When charged droplets approach each other, the double layer starts to overlap. The 

maximum value is when droplets become very close and decreases to zero outside the 

double layer. The repulsion phenomena occurs when droplets separation becomes less than 

twice the double layer extension. The double layer extension decreases with increase of 

electrolyte concentration. Thus, the repulsion decreases with increase of electrolyte 

concentration. This phenomenon and van der Waals theory results in the DLVO theory. The 

DLVO theory is developed independently by Derjaguin, Landau [94], and, Verwey, Overbeek 

[95], and it is based on the London-van der Waals attraction and repulsion forces between 

two close spheres. It explains the emulsion systems stability as a state of balance of two 

opposing forces: electrostatic and van der Waals. The DLVO theory is therefore an 

explanation of droplets tendency to agglomerate or stay discrete. The steric repulsion occurs 

when nonionic surfactant (or polymer) is used.  

There are few processes leading to emulsion system breakdown [96]. The processes 

are more likely to take place simultaneously rather than sequentially. Therefore, it is 

necessary to observe the system stability at all stages of formula optimization. Thus the 

stability is a first parameter on the further studies on emulsion systems. 
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4.4.1 Creaming and sedimentation 

When Brownian motion is exceeded, a concentration gradient builds up with larger 

droplets moving faster to the top (creaming), when droplets density < medium density, or to 

the bottom sedimentation, when droplets density > medium density. Creaming and 

sedimentation result from gravitational or centrifugal forces. The creamed or sedimented 

emulsion can be easily re-dispersed by shaking [97]. The example of creamed emulsion is 

presented in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Example of creamed emulsion obtained during formulation optimization process (photo by Krasodomska) 

 

4.4.2 Flocculation 

It refers to the droplets aggregation into larger units, without any changes in size. 

Groups of droplets are formed. This phenomena is the result of DLVO theory. It occurs when 

the repulsion forces of the droplets are insufficient. Flocculation occurs as strong or weak. 

Flocculation is found in O/W systems [98]. 

4.4.3 Ostwald ripening 

Due to the curvature effect, smaller droplet have larger solubility than larger ones. 

Especially in systems of significant degree of polydispersity, a phenomenon occurs of 

equalization of the pressure inside the droplets. The smaller droplets ceases to exist in 

droplet form and are deposited on the larger ones. Small crystals or colloid particles dissolve, 

and redeposit onto larger droplets [99] . 
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4.4.4 Coalescence 

 It refers to the process of thinning and disruption of the dispersed phase droplets. 

The phenomenon involves the fusion of two or more droplets into a larger one. The limit of 

the coalescence is phase separation, which is a final and obvious symptom of emulsion 

destabilization. 

4.4.5 Phase inversion 

It refers to the process of exchange between the inner and outer phase. In many 

cases during the transformation a multiple emulsion is temporary formed. The main causes 

of this phenomena are too high concentrations of the internal phase and insufficient 

amount, or the incorrect type of surfactant. It needs to be highlighted that this phenomenon 

can also be caused intentionally since this is one of the methods of the emulsion preparation 

[65].  

All the discussed possible steps of destabilizing process that may occur in emulsion 

are presented schematically in Figure 10 [100]. 

 

 

1- Creaming 

2- Sedimentation 

3- Flocculation 

4- Phase inversion 

5- Emulsion 

breakdown 

Figure 10 Scheme of emulsion instability symptoms [100] 
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In the formulation process, samples that exhibited any of the above, are discarded, 

and a better formulation was sought. Thus, during the formulation optimization process, 

only systems with the best stability are subjected to further testing. 

 

4.5 Rheological behavior of emulsion systems 

Rheology is a tool to control and predict certain phenomena. Knowledge of issues and 

ways to deform solids and liquids not only allows, in the case of cosmetics, to adapt the 

product to the needs of the market, but most of all allows to examine the quality (stability, 

strength) of components, intermediate and final products. Rheology enables to predict the 

deformation caused by the action of the force applied in the technological process, as well as 

force that acts during the product application. From a rheological viewpoint, every emulsion 

is a fluid with its own specific viscosity. The viscosity is resistance of fluid to flow; it is 

measured by the ratio of shear stress (applied force) to shear rate (movement), and is 

described as the ratio of shear stress to shear rate (η = τ / γ) [101]. Application of every 

cosmetic product involves shear stress, which can affect the viscosity [102]. Fluids, for which 

the ratio is independent of the shear rate are called Newtonian fluids, and the other with a 

dependent shear rate are non-Newtonian. The viscosity of Newtonian fluids is a constant 

value (at a given temperature and pressure), regardless of the applied force shear. An 

example of a Newtonian fluid is water. Emulsions are non-Newtonian fluids. They are divided 

in two groups: rheologically stable, and rheologically unstable. To the first group includes 

pseudo plastic fluids. Their characteristic feature is dilution caused by shear. At a constant 

temperature the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate. Another pseudo plastic fluid 

are dilatant fluids. At a constant temperature their viscosity increases with increasing shear 

rate. This phenomenon is known as translated dilation, or the expansion of the volume with 

the shear forces. Packed particles under the influence of shear forces change their position 

in such a way as to increase the distance between them. This increases the friction force 

between particles. Rheologically stable non-Newtonian fluids can have a limiting shear 

stress, after which a rapid decrease in viscosity when a force is applied, when it is said that 

the liquid begins to flow. The other group includes rheologically unstable systems, i.e. 

thixotropic fluids. The shear-thinning occurs, and while reducing shear stress, a slow return 
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to the initial viscosity is observed. For antithixotropic fluid shear forces cause an increase of 

the viscosity. 

When the flow curve obtained with increasing shear rate does not coincide with the 

curve obtained when decreasing shear rate, a hysteresis loop is formed. Its shape and 

surface can be considered as thixotropy measure and is useful in system characterization. 

Most common O/W cosmetic emulsions are pseudoplastic or thixotropic in nature.  

The rheological profile describes the flow properties providing important information 

on how a cosmetic acts during (and after) the application [103]. It helps to predict its 

stability [104] and is to some extent associated with the sensory acceptance [105, 106]. This 

is all the more necessary in the personal care products that the cosmetics are applied with 

shear stresses in the range of 102-104 s-1, which can affect the system structure. This shear 

stress is equivalent of light rubbing and spreading on the skin surface. If the product is 

applied with too much force, phase may separate for example. The skin-feel during 

application, i.e. during shear stress, is very important sensory parameter that is evaluated 

subconscious and influence the consumer’s choice. 

 

4.6 Sensory analysis 

The development of new cosmetic emulsions in scientific literature is often restricted 

only to stability tests, especially if long term stability is the final aim of the formula 

optimization process. However, many other parameters should be considered to describe 

the product, if its purpose is eventual placement on the market. Even the product with the 

best dermatological properties and highest stability will not be used, if it is difficult to spread 

or leaves a sticky layer on the skin. Therefore, sensory analysis plays an important but often 

underappreciated role.  

It is often thought that sensory analysis is connected more with marketing than with 

actual scientific research and development. It is a common misconception, that sensory 

analysis is a measurement tool of consumer preferences, which should be performed to 

adjust scent or color to make it more attractive and thereby increase its sale [107, 108]. This 
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is true, if we think only about those two parameters, as these are often adjusted by 

additional additives in cosmetic formulation.  

However, sensory analysis should be perceived not only as determinant of consumer 

choice behavior, but also as information about viscosity, which is complementary to the 

rheological profile. From a sensorial perspective, viscosity is described by a number of 

parameters such as grip, slipperiness, consistency, cushion effect and spreadability. Those 

parameters can provide much more information about its behavior on the skin, which is 

crucial in the personal care industry. Lukic et al. in studies on rheological and textural 

parameters of W/O emulsions highlight that sensory analysis complement the rheological 

profile, and that “modified sensory studies could be useful for fast in-line screening along 

with instrumental characterization” [109]. Gilbert et al. [110, 111] highlight rheology and 

textural profile as full information about the personal care emulsions.  

Sensory analysis has originated from food analysis, and has since then found 

application in many other areas. Since the beginning of the twentieth century, it is often 

used in quality control of processed materials and end-products [112]. In this regard, sensory 

analysis was developed in its original field, i.e. meat [113], dairy [114, 115], confectionery 

[116], bakery [117], soft drinks [118, 119], and alcohol in particular the wine industry [120-

122]. With the latter, it constitutes an integral part, on the basis of which a distinct 

profession is formed, namely the sommelier. In each of these cases it was demonstrated that 

the sensory analysis reflects to some extent the chemical composition of the tested product. 

The possibility of identifying the presence of certain chemical compounds based on the 

senses is therefore undeniable. Therefore, it is surprising that this tool is not fully utilized in 

cosmetic industry from the very beginning of the product design and formulation process. 

The sensory analysis procedure is still in its infancy when targeting cosmetic emulsions.  

The available scientific reports do not show clear evidence of the possibility of 

replacement of sensory analysis with rheological data. Despite the fact that the correlation 

between rheological profiles and sensory analysis is obvious, both do not give the same 

information. Moreover, the results do not overlap and their dependency cannot be 

formulated in the form of a mathematical formula. This implies, that the rheological analysis 

is insufficient to characterize the emulsion in parameters strictly connected to the viscosity 
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i.e. texture perception. Gilbert et al. [111] recognize the need for a complete emulsion 

characterization with the sensory profile. They suggested instrumental studies. Wiechers 

[123] proved that the results of skin feel parameters, which are the base of sensory analysis, 

differ from their measurable equivalent obtained on the device.  

By sensory analysis some emulsion instability symptoms, or other unfavorable changes 

such as rancidity can be detected. 

4.7 Lipid oxidation 

Lipid compounds, due to the chemical structure (unsaturation), are easily changed by 

external influences. The changes relate to the structure and properties of the lipids, which is 

highly undesirable. The changes concern color, smell, and flavor. It may lead to the emulsion 

system destabilization. Even though the PUFAs are recommended in skin care products, they 

cause a common industry challenge. The oxidation phenomenon shortens the shelf-life of 

such lipid compounds and products containing them. Even before the results of the 

oxidation process become observable, the primary products of this reaction may accelerate 

the photooxidation of lipid compounds on the skin surface. This may cause skin irritation 

leading to tissue inflammation. The oxidation processes are therefore important as they may 

occur in cosmetic products, on the skin surface and in the skin. The latter is concerned to be 

the major cause of the skin aging [124]. 

The FA alkyl chain is susceptible to oxidation both at double bonds and adjacent 

allylic carbons. The primary oxidation products are allylic hydroperoxides  -CH=CHCH(OOH)- 

from unsaturated center, in which double bond(s) may be shifted or undergone 

isomerization from cis to trans configuration. These products are unstable and can 

decompose to different secondary oxidation products. Reactions of hydroperoxides include 

rearrangement to products of similar molecular weight, dimerization to give higher 

molecular weight, and fission to shorter chain compounds (aldehydes and acids). Lipid 

oxidation process involves oxygen in its triplet or singlet form. There are many reactions that 

occur during the oxidation process. The overall reaction can be promoted by heat, light, 

metals, several initiators and can be inhibited by antioxidants. The process can only be 

inhibited, but not prevented, even if antioxidants are used[125]. 
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An example described here is the reaction of an oxygen molecule reacting with 

olefinic lipids. The oxygen exists in two forms: the common ground state triplet form 3O2 (a 

diradical form), and the much more reactive form of excited singlet form 1O2. The triplet 

form reacts at allylic positions of UFAs chains. The singlet form is electrophilic and reacts at 

an olefinic carbon atom. Both of them give allylic hydroperoxides, which vary due to the 

amount and structure.  

Autoxidation is a radical chain reaction consisting of three stages. The initiation stage 

is schematically described as: RH + I•  →  R• + IH     where I• is an initiator. The lipid alkyl 

radical formation so as delocalization of the odd electron is a consequence of double bond 

migration in the primary hydroperoxide products. The reaction of the alkyl radical R• of UFA 

with oxygen give peroxy radicals ROO•. It proceeds rapidly and is followed by a hydrogen 

transfer reaction with other labile hydrogen in UFA which is rate determining step, 

propagating the chain [126]:  

R• + O2   →  ROO• 

ROO• + RH  →  ROOH + R• 

 

The reaction of oxygen addition, which is reversible, leads to β -scission or β -

fragmentation of the C-O bond of the peroxy radicals. This influence the stereochemistry of 

the hydroperoxides. The peroxy radical can also rearrange with inversion of the double bond 

configuration from cis to trans [127]: 

 

 

RCH=CHCH(OO•)CH’  RCH(OO•)CH=CHR’ 

cis                                           trans 

Cyclic peroxide and hydroperoxide structures may be formed if β -olefinic system is 

present in the radical. It occurs only in the autoxidation process of species with three or 
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more double bonds. In photo-oxidation, they can be formed from structures containing two 

double bonds, i.e. linoleate.  

The last stage is the termination. Hydroperoxide is subject to homolysis, which leads to 

peroxy or alkoxy radicals, and this also can react. Thus, the following reactions are possible:  

RO• + RH  →  ROH + R• 

RCH(O•)R´  →  R´CHO + R• 

The formation of alcohols eliminates reactive species, but unsaturated aldehydes may be 

unstable. Reaction of alkyl, alkoxy, and peroxy radicals leads to termination with dimer or 

dimer-like products:  

ROO• + ROO•  →  ROOR + O2 

RO• + R•  →  R-O-R 

ROO• + R•  →  stable products 

R• + R•  →  R-R (dimers) 

Termination involving an antioxidant occurs as follows: 

ROO• + AH  →  ROOH + A•  →  products where AH is a phenolic antioxidant 

ROO• + B  →  ROOB•  →  products where B is an unsaturated compound such as β -carotene 

The reaction with (R•) affects autoxidation at its initiation stage, which is the most 

desirable. When unsaturated compounds are contained in emulsions, oxidation differs in 

detail from the above process. Also, the rates of oxidation in natural mixtures, such as 

vegetable oils, can differ from pure compounds due to the effects prooxidants and 

antioxidants present in the natural lipids. 

The initiators of free radical oxidation can be the hydroperoxides, which is formed in 

process of photooxidation [128]. 

Photooxidation is a much faster process than the described autoxidation above. The 

reactivity is dependent on the degree of unsaturation. Photooxidation is promoted by the 

presence of sensitizers such as chlorophyll which causes the formation of 1O2 from 3O2 [129]. 
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The reaction mechanism of photooxidation differs from that of autoxidation. Due to 

the high electrophilicity of 1O2, the reaction is fast with no induction period. Photooxidation 

is not a chain reaction but an -ene reaction between 1O2 and the double bond. It occurs by 

insertion of oxygen at either end of the carbon double bond with migration of the double 

bond to an allylic position and isomerization to trans configuration: 

 

RCH=CHCH2CHR´ +  1O2      RCH(OOH)CH=CHR´ 

cis                                          trans 

The process of photooxidation is not affected by the antioxidants used to inhibit 

autoxidation, but is affected by 1O2 quenchers, such as carotene. In accordance with the 

mechanism, the reactivity ratio between oleate, linoleate, and linolenate is approximately 

proportional to the number of double bonds [130].1O2 can also react with conjugated dienes 

to form endoperoxides. This is of significance because in the course of oxidation some 

conjugation of double bonds may arise. The secondary oxidation occurs as a decomposition 

process of hydroperoxides. The reactions are: dehydration, cyclization, rearrangement, 

radical substitution, chain cleavage, and dimerization, or a combination of those [131]. 

To prevent oxidation or decelerate its rate lipid contact with air, light and higher 

temperatures should be avoided. Since it is not always possible, antioxidant use as additional 

components in the formulation is advisable. The purpose of these chemical compounds is to 

retard the onset of oxidation rather than prevent it. The antioxidants extend the induction 

period until it is exhausted, and prevent as far as possible the lipid exposure to oxidation-

promoting factors. Tocopherols and tocotrienols are natural antioxidants that occur in the 

vegetable lipids. Popular are also phenols of herbal origin [132, 133]. All these compounds 

have a hydrogen atom that can be donated to interrupt the chain reaction [134]. 

Unfortunately the cosmetic industry has for many years also used other synthetic 

antioxidants such as: butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) [135]. 

The chelating components (help to remove metal ions), such as ethylenediamine tetraacetic 

acid (EDTA), citric acid, phosphoric acid, or amino acids, are also classified as antioxidants, or 

more precisely oxidation inhibitors. In addition oxygen scavengers or reducing agents 
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(ascorbic acid) are used, which can regenerate used antioxidant, and quenchers of singlet 

oxygen like β –carotene [136]. 

Considering the oxidative changes in the UFA, the oils containing PUFAs should not 

be applied directly on the skin surface as skin care treatment. These kind of sensitive and 

unstable components should be incorporated in internal phase of dispersed systems. 
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5 Characterization of the selected fruit seed oils 

The results of this chapter have previously been peer-reviewed and published in Colloids 

and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects [137]. 

The use of fruit seed oils in personal care products is of significance to both their 

function and image. Poland is an important processor of fruit products within the EU, and 

thus has a large availability of seeds, which are normally considered to be a waste material 

or feed for livestock. Recently, attention has been drawn to the possibility of using recyclable 

materials from fruit processing. As emphasized by Helbig et al. in 2008 [138] and Van Hoed 

et al. in 2009 [139], seed oil, obtained as a by-product from fruit processing, gained 

commercial interest only recently. The enormous potential of this by-product is often 

highlighted, as a rich source of bioactive lipid components, but also as a source of fiber, 

protein, minerals or vitamin C. Mandal [140] and Yu et al. [141] claim in accordance that the 

seed oils should be considered as value-added source of edible oil or as a supplement.  

The research aim of this chapter is to qualify and quantify the components of selected 

domestic fruit seed oils. The data are obtained experimentally. The most important was to 

determine the fatty acid composition, the characteristic features and the presence of 

unsaponifiable matter.  

The fact that the oils can be obtained from waste material by cold pressing, is consistent 

with the at least four (of twelve) assumptions of Green chemistry [142, 143]. 

1. No solvents are used. 

2. No high temperature is needed. 

3. Seeds are renewable feedstock which is agricultural waste. 

4. The residues after the production process do not accumulate in the environment. 

 

5.1 Materials  

Since the materials of plant origin used for the test are not composed of individual 

chemical substance, their composition may differ according to the manufacturer. All the cold 
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pressed seed oils used in tests are in compliance with the requirements in the current 

Cosmetic Directives 67/548 EEC et 1999/45/CE. The fruit seeds were supplied by GreenField 

sp. z o.o. (Poland). The seed oil were purchased from The Kerfoot Group (UK). 

5.1.1 Fruit seed oils 

All the oil were described as in compliance with the requirements in the current 

Cosmetic Directives 67/548 EEC et 1999/45/CE. 

5.1.1.1 Apple seed oil, INCI11: Pyrus malus seed oil 

Malus domestica belongs to the Rosacea family. It is one of the most widely 

cultivated and the most widely known fruit tree. The tree originated in Central Asia. There 

are more than 7500 known cultivars of apples. Different cultivars vary in taste and use, 

including wide possibility of processing, fresh eating and alcohol production (cider). 

According to FAO data About 70 million tons of apples were grown worldwide in 2010. 

Poland is on third place in world classification, first in EU [145]. 

The apple seeds contain small amounts of amygdalin, a toxic glycoside initially 

isolated from the peach seeds. It is a water soluble sugar and cyanide compound known as a 

cyanogenic glycoside [146].  

5.1.1.2 Blackcurrant seed oil, INCI: Ribes nigrum seed oil 

The blackcurrant (Ribes nigrum) is a woody shrub from the Grossulariaceae family. It is 

originated in Europe and Asia. Blackcurrants can be eaten raw but are usually processed. 

Poland is the world greatest producer and processor of blackcurrant fruits [147].  

5.1.1.3 Blackberry seed oil, INCI: Rubus Fructicosus seed oil 

The blackberry is a fruit produced by many species in the Rosaceae family. In the 

botanical sense of the word, the fruit is not a berry. It is an aggregate fruit composed of 

small drupelets (kind of seeds or stone fruit) [148]. 

                                                           
11

 INCI is International Nomenclature of Cosmetic Ingredients. It was established over 45 years ago by the 
Personal Care Products Council. The names are used for listing ingredients on cosmetic product labels. It is a 
combination of Latin and English. Since only Latin expressions are commonly italicized in text, there are 
therefore not. [144] Groot, A.C. and J.W. Weijland, Conversion of common names of cosmetic allergens to the 
INCI nomenclature. Contact Dermatitis, 1997. 37(4): p. 145-150. 
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5.1.1.4 Plum kernel oil, INCI: Prunus domestica kernel oil 

A plum is a drupe fruit from the Rosacea family. The subgenus is distinguished from 

other subgenera like peaches and cherries. The fruit has one stone (pit). Plum has about 40 

species. 

5.1.1.5 Raspberry seed oil, INCI: Rubus Ideaus seed oil 

The red-fruited species native to Europe and northern Asia. The fruit is not a berry, 

but an aggregate fruit consisting of numerous drupelets around a central core. Poland is 

second world producer of raspberries, first in EU [145]. 

5.1.1.6 Strawberry seed oil, INCI: Fragaria ananassa seed oil 

Technically, the strawberry is an aggregate accessory fruit, meaning that the fleshy 

part is derived not from the plant's ovaries but from the receptacle that holds the ovaries. 

Each apparent "seed" (achene) on the outside of the fruit is actually one of the ovaries of the 

flower, with a seed inside it. The seeds comprise only about 1% of total fresh weight of a 

strawberry, they contribute a lot of valuable compounds. Kashubian strawberry (Truskawka 

kaszubska or Kaszëbskô malëna) is the first Polish fruit commercially protected under EU 

law. They are produced in the Kashubian (Eastern Pomerania region of northwestern 

Poland). Poland is ninth world producer of strawberries, first in EU [145]. 

The presented seed oils are commercially available and are considered to have positive 

effects such as lowering the low-density cholesterol and thus reduce risks of heart diseases 

[141]. Polyphenols have potentially beneficial effects on health including antiviral, 

antimicrobial, and antioxidant activity. These properties are usually due to tocopherols, 

phytosterols and phenolics [149]. Most of the fruit seed oils originate from China (and 

interestingly not EU), and the oils are extracted with solvents or by supercritical CO2.  

 

5.2 Experimental approach 

In the experimental approach the domestic fruit seeds, which are food processing 

industry by-product, were tested for their chemical composition.  
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5.3 Determination of the lipid content in the seeds 

To determine the lipid phase content in fruit seeds, the Soxhlet extractor was used. 

The crushed seeds were washing with the organic solvent, which was evaporated afterwards 

using Buchi R-114 evaporator, Switzerland. The result is shown as mean values of the lipid 

fraction (%) obtained in one cycle (4 hours) of extraction process (net content of the four 

thimbles). 

 

5.4 Determination of fatty acid composition in the studied oils 

Fatty acid composition was determined by GC using a capillary column DB-23 (JLW 

Scientific, 30m x 0,25 mm, 0,25μm) at 180˚C. FA were separated using BF3-methanol mixture as 

the methylating agent according to ISO 12966:2011 [150]. The analysis was performed 

according to ISO 5508:1999 [150, 151]. The results of the analysis are presented in the 

tabulated form. 

5.5 Chromatographic analysis of the unsaponifiables  

The unsaponifiables (petroleum ether extraction) were subjected to thin layer 

chromatography (TLC). The stationary phase were the aluminum plates coated with silica gel 

(Silica gel 60 F254 0.2 mm, length. 20 cm and width. 20 cm, Merck). The mobile phase was 

chloroform (CHEMPUR bp at 61 ° C, density of 1.48 g / cm3). As standard samples squalane, 

squalene, sitosterol and β-sitosterol (Buchs), cholesterol (Co-op Chemists) and derivatives of 

vitamin A and E: retinyl palmitate and tocopherol acetate (BASF) were used. The chloroform 

solutions of unsaponifiables and reference substances were prepared in a chloroform 

solution at a concentration of 5%. Chloroform was a developing system. An image developed 

with sulfuric acid (H2SO4) an aqueous 50% solution. The resulting color patches identified as 

the compounds (eg. squalane) or groups of compounds (eg. tocopherols). 
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5.6 Common parameters used in the vegetable lipids specification 

Acid value (AV) of tested seed oils was carried out by potentiometric titration using 

TitroLine alpha plus titrometer (SI Analytics GmbH) according to the standard ISO 660: 1998. 

The analytical result is given in mg KOH needed to neutralize free fatty acids contained in 1 g 

of a test oil (mg KOH / g). The acid number is a measure of the amount of free fatty acids in 

the oil sample, therefore determines the degree of hydrolysis of fats in time.  

Saponification value (SV) represents the number of milligrams of potassium hydroxide 

required to saponify 1g of oil sample. The test was performed by titration method according 

to the standard ISO 3657: 1994. The analytical result is given in mg of KOH needed to 

neutralize free fatty acids and to saponify the acylglycerols contained in 100 g of tested oil 

sample (mg KOH / g). 

Iodine value (IV) was used to determine the level of unsaturation in acyl groups, which 

occurs in the form of double bonds, which react with iodine compounds. The analytical 

result is given in g of halogen (expressed as iodine), which joins the double bonds of fatty 

acids in 100 g of oil (g I2 / 100 g).The lower the IV, the less C=C bonds are present in the oil 

sample. The test was performed by iodometric titration method according to standard ISO 

3961:1996.  

Peroxide value (PV) was performed by titration according to the standard ISO 3960: 

1996. This value indicates how many ml of standard solution of sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) 

is needed for the iodine titration, which was liberated from potassium iodide (KI) by the 

action of peroxide in 1 g of the oil. The PV is defined as the amount of mmol of peroxide 

oxygen per 1 kg of tested oil. It gives the information about the severity of the tested oil 

degradation. 

Based on the obtained results, ester value (EV=SV-AV) and percentage amount of FFAs 

were calculated. 

5.7 Physical properties of the tested oils 

Refractive index (RI) measurements were carried out in accordance with PN-60 / A-

86920 standard using the Abbe refractometer. The test method utilizes the phenomenon of 

refraction of light (electromagnetic radiation) through the medium of lower density to a 
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medium with higher density. Reading the scale coefficients were performed at room 

temperature (25 ° C). The result is specific and characterizes the oil, so it helps to check the 

purity of the oil in the comparative evaluation.  

Density was carried out by using pycnometer. This is a comparative method utilizing 

the mass and density at a given temperature. To determine the density, a following equation 

was used (1): 

PPW

PPC
Wc

mm

mm




                                                                         ( 1) 

Pm - mass of dry and empty pycnometer  

PWm - mass of standard liquid that fills the pycnometer (water) 

PCm -mass of tested oil that fills the pycnometer  

W - density of water at 25
o
C (997,07 kg/m

3
) 

 

5.8 Results 

The domestic fruit seed oils, as a subject of studies, were tested in a number of ways, 

not only as a compound, but also as a product. The amount of lipid fraction in seeds were 

investigated. The efficiency of the extraction process (Table 2) the oil from seeds was 

checked using the Soxhlet extractor.  

Table 2 The amount of lipid fraction in domestic fruit seeds, expressed in percentage value 

Parameter 

Seed oil 

Raspberry Strawberry Blackberry Blackcurrant 

Seed weight (g) 51.19 54.20 50.52 57.94 

Oil weight (g) 9.64 8.38 7.39 5.30 

Lipid fraction (%) 18.83 15.45 14.62 9.15 

Unsaponifiable fraction (%) 0.32 0.34 0.36 1.2 
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This method was performed only to investigate the amount of oil in the seeds. Due to 

the chemical composition of the oils, and their destiny, it is recommended rather to use 

other method, i.e. cold pressing. Since in that method neither organic solvents nor heat is 

used to extract oil from the seeds. The residual remaining after that process is cake or flour 

that can be also utilized [152]. 

Based on the obtained data, it was stated, that the percentage amount of the lipid 

fraction in tested fruit seeds is in the range of 9 (for blackcurrant seed oil), to 19 (for 

raspberry seed oil). That means that from one tone of the seeds at least 100 kg up to 190 kg 

of oil can be recouped, which makes a significant amount. 

5.8.1 Seed oils composition 

The seed oil composition was tested on oils samples obtained by cold pressing 

method. The composition of the acyl groups of esters in oils is shown in Table 3. The 

transesterification was performed due to analyze the methyl esters on gas chromatography. 

As it can be seen from the FA composition (Table 3) the tested oils differ in terms of 

degree of unsaturation. The highest concentration of PUFA was detected in blackberries and 

blackcurrant seed oils. It was found that the LA and ALA are the main components of the 

tested oils. These measurements are comparable to literature [139, 149, 153]. The FA 

composition may be slightly different due to the fruit origin, but despite this, a high PUFA 

content remained in all cases.  
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Table 3 FAs composition in tested cold pressed fruit seed oils based on gas chromatography analysis 

Fatty acids 
FA composition in extracted fruits seed oils (%) 

Raspberry Strawberry Blackberry Blackcurrant 

Saturated 

C12 : 0 - - trace <0.5 

C14 : 0 trace trace trace <0.5 

C16 : 0 4.8 4.6 4.4 7.6 

C17 : 0 trace trace trace trace 

C18 : 0 1.7 1.5 2.6 1.6 

C20 : 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 <0.5 

C22 : 0 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 

Monounsaturated 

C16 : 1 <0.5 <0.5 trace <0.5 

C17 : 1 - trace - - 

C18 : 1 16.7 15.9 16.8 12.2 

C20 : 1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 1.0 

C22 : 1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 

Polyunsaturated 

C18 : 2 47.6 48.0 60.0 47.3 

C18:3 α 27.3 27.9 14.1 12.9 

C18:3 γ trace <0.5 trace 13.2 

C18 : 4 - - - 2.4 

C20 : 2 - trace trace <0.5 
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The result of all characteristic values were analyzed based on titration methods. The overall 

results are presented in table 4. 

Table 4 The results of qualitative analysis of characteristic values based on standardized titration methods on cold 
pressed domestic fruit seed oils 

Value 
Seed oil 

Unit 
Raspberry Strawberry Blackberry Blackcurrant 

AV 2.3 1.8 2.0 1.4 mg KOH/g 

SV  184.3 187.7 186.3 186.0 mg KOH/g 

FFA 1.14 0.90 1.00 0.73 % 

EV 182 185.9 184.3 184.6 - 

IV 97 100 99 95 g I2/100g 

PV  31.85 52.4 52.7 260.1 mmol O2/kg 

 

The acid values are lower than 2.3mg KOH/g in all cases of the oils investigated. All tested 

oils contain low level of FFA , which also suggests low levels of hydrolytic and lipolytic 

activities in the samples. The SV is in the range of 184.3 – 186.3 mgKOH/g. The IV for all the 

seed oils are in the range of 95-100 g I2/100g. Thus these oils have no siccative properties, 

and thus include as non-drying oils (when IV<115). 

The RI results of the seed oils at 25˚C are as follows: raspberry (1.4804), strawberry (1.4794), 

blackberry (1.4784), blackcurrant (1.4794).  

The density of the seed oils expressed in kg/m3 are as follows: raspberry (926.03), strawberry 

(923.71), blackberry (902.56), blackcurrant (858.23).  
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5.9 Conclusions 

 

The results of chemical analysis showed an increase of PV values. The results supplied by 

the manufacturer showed significantly lower PV values. The differences result from the 

storage time (i.e. 12 months) of the raw material in room temperature. 

The qualitative composition confirms that the ingredients can be used both in the food 

and personal care industry. As an example, Glampedaki and Duschk propose to use diluted 

wine as the aqueous phase and grape seed oil as the oil phase in O/W system for cosmetic 

emulsions [154]. 

In this chapter the suitability of using a waste product was shown. In this case domestic 

fruit seed oil may be substituted for popular exotic seed oils [155]. Fruit seeds, such as apple, 

blackberries, blackcurrants and strawberries can be used as sources of UFAs in personal care 

products. 
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6 Seed oils as components of the O/W emulsion 

The results of this chapter have previously been published and peer-reviewed in Colloids 

and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects [137]. 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the composition of the domestic fruit seed oils were 

determined. The novelty being that the oils are cold pressed and are derived from waste 

material of fruit processing Based on the obtained results, the oils were proved to be a 

valuable source of PUFAs, and thus can be component of personal care products. In this 

chapter the viability of oils, obtained from domestic fruit seed of apples, blackberries, 

blackcurrants and strawberries as sources of UFAs in emulsions for personal care products is 

presented. O/W emulsion was chosen as the most popular physicochemical form of personal 

care products. In this kind of system the seed oils will be components of internal phase. That 

will provide to some extent protection of the PUFAs, because the oils will not be directly 

exposed to oxygen and UV radiation. 

6.2  Materials 

The materials used in the test was divided due to the phases. 

6.2.1  Oily phase 

6.2.1.1  Fruit seed oils  

Cold pressed seed oils used in formulations are presented in Chapter 5.1.1. These 

compounds were kindly provided by Mega Sort Sp. z o. o., Poland.  

6.2.1.2  Other lipid compounds 

 

6.2.1.2.1 Paraffin oil, INCI: Paraffinum liquidum  

Crude oil derivative, with viscosity of 866 kg/m3 (at 15°C) and dynamic viscosity of 

185 mPas (at 20°C) was used as a plasticizer and emollient with no bioactive components. Its 

trade name is ONDINA 934, Poland 
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6.2.1.2.2 Beeswax, INCI: Cera alba. 

This wax is a mixture of lipid compounds. Its main components are palmitate, 

palmitooleate and oleate esters of long-chain (C30–32) aliphatic alcohols, with the ratio of 

triacontanyl palmitate to cerotic acid 6:1. The bees wax has relatively high m.p. (62-64 °C) 

and good skin tolerance. It was purchased from Pharma Cosmetic, Poland. 

6.2.1.2.3 Wheat germ oil, INCI: Wheat germ oil 

This oil was (kindly provided by AAK Sweden) chosen as complementary compounds. 

It was chosen as a natural component containing a mixture of TAGs.  

 

Since the oily phase of cosmetic emulsions always contain a mixture, those additional 

lipids were chosen to resemble commercially available products without reducing the 

possibility of comparison of the systems with different seed oils.  

6.2.1.3 Emulsifiers 

A modified acylglycerol emulsifier (mMAG) was used to stabilize the O/W systems. The 

modification is the addition of a FA to MAG, and thereby forming DAG or TAG. The 

preparation and properties of mMAG have previously been described by Szeląg and Pauzder 

[156], Szeląg et al. [157] and Macierzanka et al. [158-160] . The composition of mMAG is 

presented in Figure 11. HLB values of the emulsifier (according to Griffin method [161]) were 

7.8–9.4. The composition of the emulsion formulation was adjusted according to the HLB 

value. 
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Figure 11 mMAG specification 

 

6.2.1.4 Water phase 

Water (INCI: Aqua) water twice-distilled under laboratory conditions. 

6.3 Experimental approach 

In the experimental approach a formulation optimization process was carried out. The 

best chosen emulsion system was tested in order to stability, rheological behavior and 

sensory analysis. 

6.3.1 Emulsion preparation 

The formulations of the emulsion systems were simplified (five ingredients instead of 

dozens) in accordance to formulation optimization process, and in order to better highlight 

the impact of the various individual fruit seed oils. Typical phase ratios for O/W emulsions 

were tested. Based on experimental studies, 10% of mMAG was found to be sufficient to 

stabilize an O/W emulsion. In the Table 5 is presented a framework of emulsion composition 

for further optimization process. 
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Table 5 Framework of emulsion composition for preliminary studies 

O:W phase ratio 
Emulsion composition 

Oily phase Emulsifier Water phase 

40:60 30 10 60 

30:70 20 10 70 

20:80 10 10 80 

 

Systems were prepared in lab scale quantities. The O/W emulsions were prepared by a 

standardized method in a glass, thermostatic emulsor equipped with a mechanical stirrer 

with a paddle agitator. The oil phase (paraffin oil, beeswax, fruit seed oil, and mMAG) and 

water phase (distilled water) were heated to 80°C and mixed under continuous stirring (500 

rpm), and allowed to cool under stirring. Each formulation was prepared in triplicate.  

 

6.3.2 Emulsion stability test 

Emulsion stability was determined using a Turbiscan Lab Expert (Formulaction, 

France) to detect first signs of instability e.g. creaming [162]. The undiluted emulsions were 

placed into cylindrical glass tubes. The obtained BS data were then elaborated as BS profiles 

by the Turbiscan EasySoft converter. The method is based on detection the amount of light 

(a pulsed near infrared LED at a wavelength of 880) that is vertically transmitted through the 

sample and the amount of light that is back scattered from the particles. Two different 

synchronous optical sensors received the light of entire height (both transmitted and 

backscattered) at an angle of 180˚ and 45˚. The analysis of stability was carried out as a 

variation of back-scattering (BS) profiles in function of time. These were performed regularly 

for several weeks in order to observe any changes in stability. The absence of preservatives 

in the formulation did not allow us to determine long term stability (>two months). The 

measurements were made in triplicate for each of the three replicates of one dispersion, 

thus resulting in nine measurements per dispersion. The averaged value is presented. 
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6.3.3 Rheological behavior 

Rheological tests are not only a measurement of the systems stability against shear 

forces, but it also provides important information about the behavior of the system during 

skin application [103]. A rotational viscometer with a coaxial cylinder (Rheotest2, RHEOTEST 

Medingen GmbH, Germany) was used. The rheological studies were performed 24 hours 

after the emulsion preparation. The sample of emulsion was placed in the space between 

the two cylinders. Samples were equilibrated to 25, 35, 45, or 55°C. The inner cylinder was 

spinning with determined speed, the other one was stationary. This method of the 

measurement mimicked the best the cosmetic emulsion application process. and the shear 

stress was determined at shear rates γ (s-1) from 3 to 1312 s-1 and from 1312 to 3 s-1 in one 

single measurement to obtain hysteresis loops [163] The loops give crucial information if the 

system is able to back to the starting viscosity. Different test conditions i.e. higher shear 

stress and higher temperatures were applied in order to check the systems stability. The 

given results are the average value of three measurements. 

6.3.4 Sensory analysis 

The sensory analysis was performed 24 hours after the emulsion preparation. Tests were 

performed to assess the descriptive and qualitative parameters according to available 

standards [164]. A sensory evaluation of the visio-tactile properties of the experimental 

emulsions was realized with help of 13 panelists, who were trained to evaluate the samples 

prior, according to Parente et al [165]. The samples used in the training were all 

commercially available emulsions, so that no bias could be created. The experiments were 

conducted as a single-blind method. All samples were tested during the same session. The 

conditions, i.e. lighting and temperature were constant for all panelist to assure similar 

sensory evaluation during the course of the experiment.  

Qualitative sensory analysis (objective) parameters, expressions and their specific 

meaning [164], are presented in Tables 6 and 7. The procedure to the sensory analysis is 

presented in Table 8. The parameters were evaluated using a seven point bipolar scale (-3 

with “zero point” to +3) with a middle point called just about right (JAR point). One end 
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point is labeled as much too little, followed by too little, little and the other as much, too 

much, much too much. The JAR point is the point at which the panelist feels that the sample 

is optimal, and thus acts as a control, as each panelist has his or her personal perception 

since the valuation should be provided as objective as possible. For two parameters 

(homogeneity and smoothness) other scale was prepared, because none of them can be 

evaluated as too much. For them unipolar scale (from 1 to 7) was developed. The description 

was as follows: much too little, too little, little, sufficient, rather much, much, perfect. 

Table 6 The parameters used in sensory analysis describing the tested emulsions. All the parameters are also evaluated 
on the subconscious level during the first contact with the cosmetic emulsion. The test mimics the real way of emulsion 

application. 

Appearance Pick-up Rub-out 
Skinfeel after 

application 
Skinfeel 20 minutes 

after application 

Color Consistency Consistency Tackiness Tackiness 

Consistency Cushion effect Tackiness Amount of residue Amount of residue 

 Slipperiness Amount of residue Oiliness/ Greasiness Oiliness/ Greasiness 

 Tackiness Oiliness/Greasiness   

 Amount of residue Spreadability   

 

The given results are the average values of 13 measurements for each parameter. Error 

is given as the standard deviation. The sensory analysis consists of three stages. In the first, 

appearance, adhesion, consistency, cushion effect are tested as parameters describing the 

systems viscosity. In the second stage the skin-feel immediately after emulsion application is 

tested, which includes: homogeneity, spreadability, absorbency, stickiness, oiliness, and 

smoothness. In the third stage some of the parameters (stickiness, oiliness, and smoothness) 

are repeated in order to test the skinfeel after 20 minutes, i.e. cosmetic residue. Since the 

skin feel changes with time, mostly due to water evaporation and temperature adjustment 

of the sample, two evaluations are necessary to conduct (just after application, and 20 

minutes after application). That gives the opportunity to evaluate the cosmetic terms of 

skin-feel.
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Table 7. Explanation of the expressions and parameters used in sensory analysis 

Sensory expression Definition 

Panel Group of assessors selected to take part in a sensory test 

Panelist Group of assessors participating in the sensory test 

Point scale 
Numerical form of a category scale, which has established intervals and a starting and 
end point. Here we have a 7-point scale. with 0 as the JAR “just about right” point 

Product profile Combination of the intensity of various characteristic attributes of a sample 

Scoring 
Coded samples are evaluated by the panelist who records his reactions on a 
descriptive graduated scale. These scores are given as numerical values 

Sensory parameters 
of tested emulsion 

Definition 

Appearance 
Characteristics that encompass all visually perceptible sensory impressions of a food. 
Examples include shape, surface, structure, color, luster, clarity, cloudiness, and 
opalescence. 

Intensity Expression of attributes 

Grip / Slipperiness 
The possibility of scooping emulsion with a spatula and observe the emulsion 
behavior. If it slows down or stay at place 

Consistency 
The possibility of scooping emulsion with a fingertip and observe the emulsion 
behavior. If the emulsion spreads or if creates a characteristic cone 

Cushion effect  
Amount of emulsion perceptible between the fingers (forefinger and thumb) while 
rubbing them against each other 

Spreadability Ease of spreading the emulsion on the skin 

Smoothness Degree of skin smoothness on the skin surface in comparison to the other forearm 

Homogeneity 
A good quality emulsion should seems homogenic with smooth surface with no visible 
air bubbles 

Absorbency Skinfeel after about 5-20 minutes after emulsion application 

Tackiness 
The degree of leaving sticky layer on the skin surface after emulsion application. It is 
evaluated right after application and after some time. i.e. 20 minutes 

Oiliness/Greasiness 
The degree of leaving oily/greasy layer on the skin surface after emulsion application. 
It is evaluated right after application and after some time. i.e. 20 minutes 

Scent 
Total (positive) olfactory impression gained from breathing through the nose and 
from expiratory olfaction 
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Table 8 Description of the sensory analysis procedure for personal care emulsion 

Procedure of sensory analysis  

Stage 1 Description of emulsions characteristics. 

Adhesion 
Take some amount of emulsion with fingertip. Emulsion with good adhesion can easily be 
taken and does not flow off. 

Consistency 
Dip a finger in the emulsion at an angle of approx. 60 ° and quickly pull out. The emulsion 
creates characteristic cone on the fingertip and does dot spill. 

Cushion effect 
About 0.5 ml of emulsion should be placed between forefinger and the thumb, followed 
by rubbing against each other to determine a perceptible amount of cream. 

Stage 2 
Apply 0.5 ml emulsion on cleansed left forearm and spread it on the skin with four 
fingers of right hand (7 circular movements). Then the following parameters should be 
assessed immediately after emulsion application. 

Homogeneity 
The smoothness and uniformity of the emulsion surface in a beaker should be assessed. 
While applying on the skin, the presence of lumps and air bubbles must be assess. 

Spreadability Degree of emulsion resist while applying. 

Absorbency Time need to perceptible absorption of the emulsion. 

Stickiness Press a cleansed hand to the forearm skin surface and assess its stickiness. 

Oiliness Press a cleansed hand to the forearm skin surface and assess its oiliness. 

Smoothness 
Press a cleansed hand to the forearm skin surface and assess its smoothness (in 
comparison to the other forearm). 

Stage 3 The skin-feel 20 minutes after application 
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6.4 Results 

6.4.1  Formulation optimization process 

It was assessed that acceptable good stability is when the BS is not lower than 60%, and 

does not decrease more than 5% points during the period of test. The preliminary studies 

showed that the best stability was found in emulsions with an o:w phase ratio of 20:80. The 

further investigation showed that good results were obtained also by phase ratio of 19:81 

and 22:78 (Figure 12, Table 9). However, all the systems remained stable during the test. In 

this period (80 days) BS values decreased insignificantly (maximally 4% points). In a more 

detailed analysis the oil phase may be further divided into polar and nonpolar lipids. The 

beeswax, wheat germ and fruit seed oils are more polar lipids, whereas paraffin wax is non-

polar. 

 

Figure 12 Stability of the obtained systems with different phase ratio contained fruit seed oils A. Raspberry, B. 
Strawberry, C. Apple and D. Blackcurrant 
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Several samples were prepared with varying polar:nonpolar lipid ratios as shown in the 

supporting information Table 9. The best emulsion obtained during the formulation 

optimization process had the composition 4% and 5% of seed oil with an o:w phase ratio was 

20:80. The best stability had the emulsions with lipid ratio polar:nonpolar 60:40 respectively. 

Despite the fact that there were only few components of the formulation, the majority of 

them consist of multiple components, i.e. emulsifier and oily phase each made up of a 

variety of chemical components, as is often the case with natural components. Generally, a 

low share of internal oil phase, and multicomponent formulation contributed to good 

stability. 

 

Table 9 Composition of emulsion systems prepared for formulation optimization. The stability of the samples was 
determined by measuring BS. Acceptable good stability when BS>60%. 

O:W 
phase 
ratio 

Composition (%) 
Stability of emulsions containing different fruit 
seed oils expressed in % of backscattered light 

Seed 
oil 

Wheat 
germ 

oil 

Paraffin 
oil 

Bees 
wax 

mMAG Water Raspberry Strawberry Apple Blackcurrant 

19:81 

0.5 2.5 4 2 10 81 60.85 61.1 59.8 61.9 
1 2 4 2 10 81 57 58.2 53.1 58.4 
2 2 3 2 10 81 56.6 57.9 51.5 58 
4 1 2 2 10 81 53.7 53.4 55.2 53.1 
5 0 2 2 10 81 52 53.3 53 52.8 
6 1 2 0 10 81 54.6 53.8 50.1 52.6 

20:80 

0.5 3.5 4 2 10 80 64.5 64 64 64 
1 2.5 4.5 2 10 80 64.4 64 64.3 64.1 
2 2 4 2 10 80 63.5 65.5 62 67 
4 0 4 2 10 80 64.3 63 64 62.2 
5 0 4 1 10 80 66 63 67 64.2 
6 2 2 0 10 80 66 63.5 64.5 64 

22:78 

0.5 4.5 5 2 10 78 65 65.9 66.3 67.9 
1 3.5 5.5 2 10 78 63.3 64.7 65.8 67.9 
2 4 4 2 10 78 61 62.8 61.5 64.5 
4 2 4 2 10 78 66.3 66.8 66.1 67 
5 2 3 2 10 78 59.8 59.1 57 59.9 
6 2 2 2 10 78 59.7 59.3 57.1 59.9 

 

6.4.2  Rheology 

Based on the obtained data it was stated that the formulations with fruit seed oils 

and mMAG gave stable emulsions. The most stable systems were selected for rheometric 

measurements. The emulsions were compared in terms of their flow properties. Figure 13 
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shows the rheograms (shear stress vs. shear rate) of the all emulsion systems at different 

temperatures (25, 35, 45 and 55°C). 
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Figure 13 The rheograms (shear stress vs. shear rate plots) in form of hysteresis loops of the all emulsion systems at 
different temperatures. A. Raspberry, B. Strawberry, C. Apple and D. Blackcurrant 

 

 The shear stress curves do not form a straight line through the origin in all tested 

systems, therefore are not Newtonian fluids. Moreover, the flow curves obtained with 

increasing shear rate do not overlap with the curves of decreasing shear rate. The shape of 

formed hysteresis loops are characteristic for viscoelastic fluids [104, 163]. As expected, the 

surface area of the loops decreased significantly with increasing temperature in all tested 

systems, which is due to the reduced viscosity of the emulsion at higher temperatures. An 

increase in shear rate and temperature, decreases the viscosity significantly. This behavior is 

typical for most cosmetics emulsions, because it spreads better on the skin [96]. All 

investigated emulsions remained stable after the rheological measurement. This indicates a 

good stability of the system in adverse conditions, i.e. shear forces and higher temperature, 

even to 45°C, meaning it will remain stable even while rubbing into skin. In 55°C the 

emulsions were all broken. The data obtained from rheological measurements were shown 
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in the form of hysteresis flow curves and the viscosity dependence on shear rate for four 

temperatures. The temperatures (25-55°C) represent the normal range of use and 

application (higher temperatures due to friction). 

In all cases, a decrease in viscosity with increasing shear rate was found, which indicates 

that the tested emulsions are pseudoplastic fluids. The shear stress increases with increasing 

shear rate, and then gradually decreases with decreasing shear rate. Moreover, a so called 

“memory of viscosity” phenomenon can be observed, which is typical sign of thixotropic 

behavior [166]. This thixotropic behavior is a favorable indication of ease of application of 

the cosmetic product [96]. Thinning while spreading on the skin followed by return to the 

original viscosity avoids the use of additional synthetic components e.g. cyclomethicones. An 

increase in shear rate and temperature decreases the viscosity significantly. This behavior is 

desirable for most cosmetics emulsions. The apple seed oil emulsion displayed a reduced 

sensitivity to temperature, as can be observed from the rheograms. This is thought to be due 

to the differing FA composition of the apple seeds, as it contains much more 

monounsaturated FA and a significantly lower amount of C18:3. The longer chained 

compounds have a high viscosity, and thus the stronger London-dispersive force which will 

keep the molecules attached even at high temperatures. Overall, all fruit seed emulsions 

were stable and are suitable for cosmetic application. 

 

6.4.3 Sensory analysis 

The order of testing (as indicated by the arrow in Figure 13) of the sensory parameters of 

seed oil emulsions was not accidental. It reproduced the natural way of its application. First 

the appearance was tested, then parameters from the following group: the pick-up, the rub-

out, skin feel right after application and after water evaporation (absorption). Sensory 

analysis is complementary to information about viscosity obtained after rheological 

measurements. From the sensorial viewpoint, the viscosity is described by several 

parameters like grip/slipperiness, consistency, cushion effect and spreadability. These 

parameters are described in detail in Table 7. The numerical results with SD is shown in 

Table 10. 
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Table 10 Results of sensory analysis. Average of 13 measurements given by the panel is presented with the standard deviation (SD) 

 
Parameter 

O/W emulsion containing fruit seed oils 

Raspberry Strawberry Apple  Blackcurrant 

Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD 

Grip/Slipperiness 1.46 0.78 1.15 0.8 1.08 0.64 1 0.82 

Consistency 1 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.77 1.01 0.85 1.14 

Cushion effect 0.54 0.88 0.46 0.66 -0.15 0.99 0.31 0.63 

Spreadability 0.38 0.87 0.54 0.66 0.62 1.19 0.77 1.01 

Absorbency -1.15 1.07 -1.23 1.01 -1.15 1.21 -0.92 1.38 

Tackiness -0.15 1.07 -0.31 0.85 -0.15 0.99 -0.23 1.54 

Tackiness after 20 min -1.54 0.88 -1.08 0.86 -0.85 0.9 -1 0.82 

Greasiness -0.92 1.55 -1.15 0.8 -1.69 0.48 -1.38 0.96 

Greasiness after 20 min 0.54 0.66 0.62 0.77 -0.15 1.41 -0.77 1.54 

Scent -1.54 1.13 -1.31 1.49 -2.43 0.53 -1.92 1.04 

 

None of the described parameters has been evaluated as an extreme (extremely strong, 

or extremely weak). Although the consistency was perceived as rather thick for all the tested 

emulsions without any significant differences in SD (0.86-1.14), the cushion effect, showed 

some difference between the systems. The closest to the JAR point was the apple seed oil 

emulsion. Grip and consistency values were mostly similar, which conforms to the 

expectation as both are an indirect measure of viscosity. The raspberry emulsion seems to 

have the tendency to have stronger grip than others. The spreadability was assessed as JAR 

with tendency to rather difficult. Tackiness was seen as JAR with tendency to rather weak. 

There are significant difference in tackiness skinfeel right after the application and after 

water evaporation. The occlusive layer was felt as rather weak. The cushion effect and the 

greasiness of apple seed oil emulsion are noticeably closer to the JAR point than any other 

fruit seed oil. It seems that the differences between creams are more noticeable after water 

evaporation. The largest difference was between the apple and raspberry emulsions. Both of 

them are underestimated in terms of greasiness after absorption. Greasiness right after 

application was assessed as too small. After water evaporation, the occlusive layer 

components did not form a too greasy skinfeel. The panelists described the occlusive layer 

greasiness as JAR for raspberry and strawberry or rather small for apple and blackcurrant. In 

these parameters the biggest difference between the seed oils can be seen. In comparison 
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to other O/W emulsions, the absorbency was assessed as rather slow. This might be caused 

by differences in FA composition. Apple seed oil contains more SFA and less MUFA than 

other tested fruit seed oils. The biggest difference was observed between emulsion 

containing apple and raspberry seed oils in a few parameters, i.e. cushion effect, tackiness 

after absorption and greasiness (Figure 14).  

 

 

Figure 14. The average values of sensory test for seed oil emulsions, the arrow indicates the sequence of testing. 
Differences between the tested emulsions can be clearly observed on the plots. -3 is for much too little, 0 is for JAR, and 

+3 is for much too much  

 

Thus generally all prepared emulsions from domestic fruit seed oils should find suitable 

application as cosmetic products with sufficiently high PUFA content. There is no parametric 

justification for only using exotic fruit seed products.  

The only obviously negative parameter is scent which is clearly due to the fact that the 

emulsions were unscented. Many commercially used products are scented and thus the 

panelists expect a certain stronger scent.  

The parameters that are influenced by the rheology of the sample (consistency, grip, and 

spreadability), show little variability (SD respectively 0.77-1.14, 0.64-0.81, and 0.66-1.19). 
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The greasiness is the parameter which has shown the greatest variability (SD 0.48-1.55). The 

lower was the viscosity of the tested emulsions, the better the sensory properties. The faster 

the system became fluid under the influence of the shear force, the better evaluated was in 

terms of sensory distribution and oily skin feel after application.  

 

6.5 Conclusions 

It was attempted to show the suitability of using a waste product, in this case domestic 

fruit seed oil as a substitute for popular exotic seed oils [155]. Fruit seeds, such as apple, 

blackberries, blackcurrants and strawberries can be used as sources of unsaturated fatty 

acids (UFAs) in personal care products. 

It was successfully formulated cosmetic emulsions from these oils. The raspberries, 

strawberries, blackcurrants and apples cold pressed seed oils form a stable oil-in-water 

emulsion systems, even in a large range of concentrations, i.e. up to 6% by weight of the oil 

phase. The mMAG emulsifier was a very good stabilizer of the emulsion containing tested 

seed oils in a wide range of required HLB of the oil phase. Significant impact on the systems 

stability had phase ratio (oil:water). The best stability had emulsions in which the phase ratio 

oil:water was 20:80 and 19:81 respectively. Increasing the amount of the aqueous phase up 

to above 81% resulted in a partial destabilization of the emulsions. It was found that the 

analyzed fruit seed oil can be used as cosmetic emulsion components, even at relatively high 

concentration, i.e. approx. 10%. From dermatological reasons some restrictions on the use 

may appear due to high concentration of bioactive components, however this will require 

further investigation. 

It appears that therefore fruit seed oils of domestic fruit have similar properties and thus 

their implementation or inclusion in cosmetic emulsions is only a question of marketing. 

With the success of marketing of organic and local products this has a realistic opportunity 
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7 Viability of fruit seeds oils by nanostructured lipid carrier (NLC) nanosuspensions 

The results of this chapter have previously been peer-reviewed and published in Journal 

of Colloid and Interface Science [168].  

In previous chapter the viability of oils, obtained from domestic fruit seed as sources 

of UFAs in O/W emulsions was presented. The use of domestic fruits seed oils obtained from 

food processing waste material appeared to be a very good and promising solution in terms 

of ecology, economy, and dermatology. The following chapter presents development 

towards modern and realistically useful forms of personal care products. The O/W emulsions 

are present in cosmetic industry for ages. Over the years it was refined in order to obtain the 

best possible penetration into the skin of any bioactive compound introduced in the 

formulation, such as vitamins and PUFAs. During this time, and nowadays the O/W emulsion 

is still the most popular form and type of personal care product from so called “white 

cosmetics”(cosmetics except make-up products and perfumes). As a matter of fact, nothing 

indicates that this will change.  

Guided by the principle that the bioactive components are useful only if they are able 

to penetrate the skin unchanged, the new systems presented in this chapter represent a 

new form of O/W emulsion that is a protective reservoir of biological active compounds that 

naturally occur in domestic fruit seed oils. 

Even though PUFAs are essential to the correct functioning of the skin, their topical 

use in form of emulsions is not a case of “the more the better”. Presence of these 

ingredients in large quantities in the lipid matrix may cause changes in the intercellular lipid 

matrix composition, i.e. making it more fluid and thus more susceptible to washing out and 

hence increasing TEWL with all its consequences (details in chapter 4.3). Therefore, the 

PUFA components of seed oils should be applied in suitable, not more than enough amount 

with appropriate protection for the lipid matrix. The most popular protective methods are 

based on the addition of antioxidants, such as polyphenolic compounds [169, 170], or on the 

entrapment of PUFAs in clathrates to form a host-guest complex, such as cyclodextrins [171, 
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172]. All these methods increase manufacturing costs and, more importantly, need 

additional ingredients in the final formulation, giving no direct benefit to the skin.  

Therefore, an alternate way to deliver PUFAs was needed. Over the years, emulsions, 

as a popular physicochemical form of personal care products, were refined in order to obtain 

the best possible penetration into the skin. Mühlen et al. [75] had used a fat with a high 

m.p., i.e. solid at room temperature, as a single component of the oil phase, which resulted 

in the formation of a starting O/W emulsion, when the temperature was higher than the 

m.p. of the fat, that converted into a suspension of solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) after 

cooling [75]. This discovery opened the way to produce new bioactive delivery systems for 

ocular use by Bourlais et al. [173], Kumar et al. [174], Fundaro et al. [175], and vascular 

injections by Blasi et al. [176]. These also led to a significant decline in the interest in micro- 

and multiple emulsions. The first, due to the high amount of surfactant required, the latter 

due to scarce reproducibility of the formulation. The SLN systems (more accurately they are 

nanosuspensions) combine the advantages of micro- and multiple emulsions (small droplet 

diameter and the protection of the lipophilic active substance), while being devoid of their 

disadvantages (difficult preparation reproducibility, high amount of surfactants) [177-179]. 

In early 2000s the SLN were modified by Jenning et al. by mixing solid with liquid lipids [180]. 

This modification significantly increased the possibility of drug incorporation [181]. The 

increased capacity is due to imperfections in the lipid matrix caused by the higher variety of 

alkyl chain lengths of the lipids [177, 182, 183]. That differences are showed on Figure 15. 

These new NLC [28] are almost solid at room or body temperature, with a mean particle 

diameter of 80–1000 nm [184], and thus allow for easy penetration into the skin. This is 

enhanced if the NLC is comprised of physiologically compatible lipids [185]. Moreover, NLCs 

enhance the chemical stability of compounds sensitive to light, oxidation and hydrolysis. All 

these factors give the NLCs a crucial advantage compared to other colloidal carriers, as they 

provide a method of controlled release, and, at the same time, an increase in chemical 

stability of the incorporated bioactive components [186].  
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Figure 15. Difference in crystal lattice between SLN (left) and NLC (right) [78] which is crucial in biological active 
components incorporation 

 

The NLCs became a very popular drug carrier for both internal (mostly parenteral 

[187] and oral [182, 188]), and topical use [183]. NLCs may be modified by either method of 

preparation (which usually results in various average size distributions of the NLCs), or by 

components (type of solid and liquid lipids, and specific inclusion of bioactive compounds). 

The modification by components is directly related to the NLC qualities and use. This applies 

especially to the solid lipid matrix. For example, when strong adhesiveness is required, 

carnauba wax (obtained from Brazilian palm leaves) is used as a thickener due to its m.p.> 

80˚C. This strong adhesiveness results in the formation of the occlusive layer, a protective 

barrier on the skin, which reduces the TEWL from the corneum surface. This is one of the 

most important mechanisms of the skin moisturizing process [189, 190]. Such properties are 

required in case of UV filters. Müller et al. [191] and Nikolid et al. [192] have used and 

enhanced these features by incorporation of UV blocking components into the lipid matrix. 

This resulted in new types of water resistant sun-screens [193]. The occlusive film also 

supports penetration of the active ingredients into the skin [194], especially for components 

that are sensitive to external factors, such as coenzyme Q10 [195, 196] or ascorbyl palmitate. 

The latter incorporated in NLCs moisturized skin significantly better and could penetrate the 

skin significantly deeper [197]. 

Noteworthy is the fact that the tested cold pressed seed oils (from blackcurrant, 

raspberry, strawberry, and plum) contain high amounts of PUFAs, which are susceptible to 

degradation. Thus, it seems to be relevant and reasonable to incorporate them in a solid 

lipid matrix, which will result in doubled benefit. Since the fruit seed oils are diverse in terms 
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of their chemical composition, their inclusion as a component of the NLC matrix will cause 

crystal lattice defects [78]. This significantly increases the loading capacity of the NLC for 

bioactive components [78, 198]. Additionally, the NLC matrix protects the PUFAs and 

tocopherols against oxidation processes. Moreover, such entrapped bioactive components 

are released slowly to the skins surface. Therefore, the NLCs modified with fruit seed oils 

present a number of opportunities; firstly, they may be applied as a personal care product, in 

its own right, and secondly, they can serve as an improved matrix for incorporation of other 

bioactive compounds, due to their high loading capacity. Crucial is also the fact that due to 

the small size of NLCs particles they have larger surface area, which give greater adhesive 

properties 

Therefore, the aim of the research presented in this chapter is to show that domestic 

cold pressed fruit seed oils obtained from waste materials can be applied as important NLC 

components, and by the incorporation into the NLCs have the advantage of being protected 

from oxidation. 

 

7.1 Materials 

The materials used for the experiments were divided in groups due to the function. 

7.1.1 Oily phase 

Five kinds of cold pressed fruit seed and kernel oils were used: blackcurrant (Ribes 

nigrum), blackberry (Morus nigra), raspberry (Rubus idaeus), strawberry (Fragaria ananassa) 

and plum (Prunus domestica). They were purchased from KerfootGroup (Northallerton, 

United Kingdom). Fatty acid composition was determined and shown in the previous paper 

[137]. These represent the five most commonly harvested fruit in Poland [199]. Beeswax also 

from the KerfootGroup was chosen as the NLC solid lipid matrix, due to its relatively high 

m.p. (62-64 °C, according to its origin), good skin tolerance and in vivo biodegradablity [194, 

200], and in addition it is a common cosmetic emulsion ingredient.  D
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7.1.2 Emulsifiers 

Two nonionic emulsifiers were chosen with two extreme HLB in order to form 

mixtures with accordingly adjusted HLBs to form stable systems [83, 201].  

7.1.2.1  Lipophilic emulsifier 

Myverol RX GMS 95P (MAG) is a molecular distilled emulsifier (HLB=3) and it was 

purchased from Kerry Bio-Science (Netherlands). It contains a mixture of glycerol palmitic 

(57.8%) stearic (37.3%) and myristic (1.3%) acid monoesters (MAG>95%).  

7.1.2.2  Hydrophilic emulsifier 

Chemal EO-20 (AOE), HLB=15) contains a mixture of ethoxylated fatty alcohols 

(palmitic and stearic) (average molecular formula C16-18EO20). It was purchased from 

CHEMCO (Sobowidz, Poland).  

7.1.3 Water phase 

7.1.3.1  Water 

Water (INCI: Aqua) water distilled under laboratory conditions. 

7.2 Experimental approach 

In the experimental approach a formulation optimization process of NLC systems was 

carried out. The best chosen emulsion system was tested in order to its crucial features. 

7.2.1 Lipid matrix formulation 

The NLC matrix is composed of a mixture of solid (wax) and liquid (oil) lipids, which 

are in a solid state at room temperature. In order to determine the most suitable lipid 

matrix, different wax:oil mixtures in various ratios (8:0, 7:1, 6:2, 5:3 and 4:4) were prepared 

and tested for their thermal behavior. Calorimetric analysis was performed using differential 

scanning calorimeter (DSC). This method is used to obtain information about both physical 

and energetic properties of the lipid matrix [202], in this case the m.p. and presence of 

unincorporated oil [203]. In each case the mixtures of solid and liquid lipids in appropriate 

ratios were molten the same way as the nanoparticles were obtained. The vials with the lipid 
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mixtures were placed in a water bath at 75°C for 20 minutes. After that time the mixtures 

were allowed to cool to room temperature. DSC scans of the lipid mixtures were performed 

using DSC 131 Setaram (France) equipped with SETSOFT 2000. In each measurement 5–10 

mg of lipid mixture samples were heated from 20° to 100°C at 5°C/min, under nitrogen. 

 

7.2.2 NLC preparation 

Nonionic emulsifiers AOE and mixtures of AOE and MAG were used. Hot 

homogenization was chosen as the simplest and easiest technique to apply in both 

laboratory and industrial scales. In addition, this method is suitable for sensitive compounds 

such as oils rich in PUFAs, since the compounds are exposed to high temperatures for 

relatively short times (20 minutes in this case) [28]. The nanosuspensions were prepared by 

melting the lipid phase (beeswax or beeswax with seed oil) and emulsifier agent (MAG or 

MAG with AOE) at approximately 15°C above the m.p. of the beeswax, i.e. 75°C. Water 

phase (distilled water) at a similar temperature was added to the lipid phase under stirring 

at 26000 rpm using an Ultra Turrax homogenizer (IKA® Werke GmbH & Co. Germany) for 10 

minutes. The obtained O/W pre-emulsion was allowed to cool in order to allow the lipid to 

recrystallize and form the lipid nanoparticles. The best NLC was determined by varying the 

composition (emulsifier, wax, and oil) of a number of formulations. 

 

7.2.3 Sample preparation 

Each formulation was prepared twice and labelled (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, and so on). Each 

one of these formulations was subdivided in two samples (1A1, 1A2, 1B1, 1B2,….), and each 

sample was measured three times. Thus, there were 12 results for each formulation 

obtained.  

 

7.2.4 Characterization of the systems 

Several techniques were employed to determine the SLN and NLC particles. 
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7.2.4.1  Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)  

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) is a technique used to determine the mean 

diameter of particle size and the width of the particle size distribution expressed as 

polydispersity index (Pdi). The measurements are based on the light scattering phenomena: 

the statistical intensity fluctuations (due to the Brownian movements) of the scattered light 

from the particles. The sample is tested after dilution and placed in a cuvette. The light 

scattered (at angle of 90º) is analyzed taking into account fluid viscosity and temperature. 

The diffusion rate of the particles depends on their size, so it can be calculated from the rate 

of fluctuation of the scattered light intensity. The small nanoparticles diffuse relatively fast, 

and the fluctuations in the scattered light are then rapid. Similarly, big particles they move 

much slowly, and therefore is the fluctuations in the scattered light are slow. The detected 

intensity signals are used to calculate the auto-correlation function G(τ), of which, a 

coefficient D is obtained. Base on that, the equivalent diffusional spherical diameter can is 

calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation (2).  

 

(2) 

where ρ is the viscosity of the surrounding medium, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 

absolute temperature, D is a diffusion coefficient of a spherical particle . 

Besides from the data received, the polydispersity is calculated. The Pdi is 0.0 when a 

monodisperse particles population are measured detected in sample. Pdi values of around 

0.10-0.20 indicate a relatively narrow distribution. Values of 0.5 and higher are obtained in 

case of very broad distributions, i.e. when the sample contain high diversity of particles sizes. 

The measurement were carried out using Malvern Zetasizer nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments 

Ltd, Worcestershire, UK).  

 

7.2.4.2 Zeta potential (ZP)  

The method is based on measurements of particles velocity after an electrical field is 

applied. On the particle a charge develops due to ionization of surface groups or adsorption 
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of ions. The surface charge generates a potential around the particle, which is at the highest 

near the surface and decays with distance. 

The diluted sample is placed in an electric field, which causes movement with a given 

velocity (expressed in micrometers per second per volt per centimeter (μm/s)/(V/cm). The 

spherical surface separating the moving particle, ions and solvent from the surroundings is 

called the surface of hydrodynamic shear. It is shown in Figure 16. The electrophoretic 

mobility is determined by the potential at this surface, which is the zeta potential (ζ). It is 

determined using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation (3), which is applied to large 

particles in a diluted electrolytes solution:  

 

(3) 

where η is the viscosity of the dispersion medium and ε the permittivity of the environment  

In an aqueous medium of low electrolytes concentration the potential does not 

change rapidly, and therefore, is usually equated with the Stern Potential at the Stern layer.  
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Figure 16 Schema of the electric double layer. Ψ0 is the Nernst potential, Ψi is the potential of inner Helmholtz layer, Ψδ 
is the Stern potential, δ is the thickness of the diffuse layer, ζ is the zeta potential at the surface of shear and d is the 

distance from the particle surface 
 

The zeta potential help to determine the tendency of particles to flocculate. The 

measurement were carried out using Malvern Zetasizer nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments Ltd, 

Worcestershire, UK). 

 

7.2.4.3  Thermal analysis  

With the help of DSC, physical and the energetic properties of a sample can be 

described by measurement of physical changes of a sample while heating or cooling. The 

DSC device consists of one oven that heat up the reference and the sample pans. During the 

test, differential heat flow and the sample temperature is monitored. Two important 

processed can be observed. The endothermic (heat-absorbing) processes like melting, 

boiling, sublimation; and exothermic, where energy is liberated, like crystallization. This 

method has many applications, such as materials identification and its quality analysis. DSC 

analysis has been used to determine the degree of lipid crystallinity determination. It allows 

the study of the melting and crystallization behavior of crystalline material like lipid 

nanoparticles. An accurately weighed amount of sample component was placed in 40 μl 

aluminum pans and analyzed. DSC scans have been performed from 25ºC to 100ºC at a 
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heating rate of 10˚C/min, using an empty pan as reference. Melting points (melting peak 

maximum) were determined in order to estimate the possibility of the tested seed oil 

incorporation in the NLC matrix. 

All the systems were frozen and freeze-dried under reduced pressure using a LIO 5P 

freeze-dryer (5 Pascal, Italy) equipped with a vacuum pump RV12 (Edwards, England). 

 

Turbidity is an optical property that scattered the light due to the presence of 

particles present in the samples. The turbidity increases with the size of the particles. The 

turbidity measurements were performed on UV/VIS Spectrophotometer (Lambda 40, Perkin 

Elmer, USA). The wavelength used to the investigation was evaluated empirically on 400 nm. 

In addition, the pH was measured.  

 

7.2.4.4 
 1HNMR 

Nuclei have an angular momentum, and this angular momentum allows the nuclei to 

have magnetic properties. This intrinsic angular momentum is often referred to as spin. In 

some atoms (with even mass number like 12C, 16O) these spins are paired and cancel each 

other out resulting in no spin. However, many atoms (with an odd mass number, such as 1H 

and 13C) possess an overall spin.  

If the ordered arrangement of spins is subjected to the magnetic field of the 

appropriate frequency the energy absorption will take place. The nuclei respond by 

precessing around the direction of the applied magnetic field. The spins of the lower energy 

level pass to the higher level, and thereby energy absorption occurs. The nuclei are in 

resonance with the applied radiation. The actual frequency at which an atom resonates is 

determined not only by the applied magnetic field, but also by minute differences in the 

magnetic microenvironment that each atom experiences within the molecule. This 

microenvironment is due to changes in the electron density of each nucleus. Thus, each 

chemically different carbon or hydrogen exhibits specific absorption. This allows to 

determine of how many different kinds of protons are present in the molecule. The strength 
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of the peak is proportional to the number of protons which come into resonance at that 

specific frequency.  

For this thesis, the spectra of emulsion and its compounds were obtained using the 

high resolution proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR). The tests were 

performed at 400MHz (Bruker AC-400 Germany) instrument. The samples were prepared in 

deuterium compound i.e. deuterium oxide, in a thin-walled glass tube designed for the NMR 

test. This method gives the observation possibility of specific quantum mechanical magnetic 

properties of the atomic nucleus. It is helpful to assess the amount of seed oil possible to 

incorporate in solid lipid matrix. It will help to estimate what concentration of the seed oil is 

in excess and dispersed in continuous phase. 

 

7.2.5 Oxidative stability 

Preliminary studies carried out in accordance with the standard (BN-85 6140-01/04) 

did not give reproducible results. Therefore it was necessary to develop a new method for 

ensuring the test conditions in accordance with the made assumptions. 

The standard method specifies for the light source to be parallel to the sample. In 

order to avoid heating of the sample (quartz lamp), it was placed at a distance of 100 cm 

from the lamp. Higher temperatures would result in high rates of reaction. Using this 

method the samples temperature increased, even at 100 cm, but the real disadvantage was 

that the light was incident at an acute angle, that is, it did not illuminate the sample evenly. 

It was also impossible to light a larger number of samples simultaneously. This precludes 

performing the test for a plurality of samples under the same conditions. Therefore a new 

method was required, which would not result in the samples temperature increasing, and 

for measuring the stability of many samples at once, in the same conditions. I therefore 

proposed a modification based on the type of the lamp, its setting and thus samples setting. 

The lamp was a water cooled tube UV lamp. The water cooling meant that the lamp could be 

placed closer to the sample. The geometry of the lamp (a long tube), meant that standing 

the lamp on a flat surface, samples could be arranged around the tube. The height of the 

tube meant that the radiation was at a more obtuse angle. The circular arrangement meant 
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that each sample was exposed to the same intensity of radiation. The newly developed 

method of oxidative stability test gave good reproducibility. 

To determine the oxidative stability, all the samples of seed oils, SLN, NLC and O/W 

emulsions were placed in flat glass flasks (50 mm in diameter) and exposed to UV radiation 

(λ=400nm) using a UV-Vis Oriel lamp (1000 W). The distance from the lamp and the samples 

(100 mm) was the same for all samples. The exposure time was five hours. After UV 

exposure the PV was determined in triplicate by iodometric method (PN-EN ISO 3960:2012). 

 

7.3 Results 

 

7.3.1 SLN composition 

Basic solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) made of beeswax were designed to be the 

starting point for the development of the NLC (NLC = SLN + liquid oil) systems. The amount 

of water phase was empirically estimated in pre-test to be at least 80% w/w. The pre-

formulations confirmed that the total lipid concentration in the dispersion systems was 

about 10% w/w, which corresponds to lipid concentrations of pharmaceutical interest [201]. 

The process parameters, involved in the preparation of the systems were optimized, 

including lipid and emulsifier (type and concentration), and lipid:emulsifier ratio. These 

preliminary studies showed that stable SLN could be obtained using a phase ratio of 10:90 

(o:w), with an emulsifier HLB of about 12-14. 

The obtained physically stable systems were in line with expectations in terms of size 

distribution, 264-393 nm, which is typical for lipid nanoparticles. No phase separation after 

48 hours was observed. The mean diameter (Z-average), polydispersity index (Pdi), ζ 

potential and pH were measured at every step of the formulation optimization process. The 

results are shown as the mean value ± SD in Table 11  
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Table 11 Process of emulsion formulation optimization showed step-by-step.: Emulsifying agent and lipid matrix 
adjustment. The shaded regions are the chosen formulations for further development. 

Type of the lipid 

nanoparticles 

Formulation 

number 

Amounts of the components (%) wt. 
Stabilization 

agents 
Beeswax Seed oil AOE MAG Water 

 

SLN 

formulation 

1 8.0 - 2.0 - 90. 0 AOE 2% 

2 8.0 - 4.0 - 88.0 AOE 4% 

3 8.0 - 3.5 0.5 88.0 AOE+MAG 4% 

4 8.0 - 1.75 0.25 90.0 AOE+MAG 2% 

 

 

Lipid matrix 
composition 

beeswax: seed oil 

   

 8          :         0   

 7          :         1   

 6          :         2   

 5          :         3   

 4          :         4   

 

NLC based on 3
rd

 

and 4
th

 SLN 

formulation 

3  8.0 - 3.5 0.5 88.0  

3A 6.0 2.0 3.5 0.5 88.0 AOE+MAG 4% 

4  8.0 - 1.75 0.25 90.0 
AOE+MAG 2% 

4A 6.0 2.0 1.75 0.25 90.0 

  

3A chosen as     

  best NLC 

formulation  
3A 6.0 2.0 3.5 0.5 88.0 AOE+MAG 4% 
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The best results were achieved in systems containing a surfactant mixture: AOE+MAG 

2% (formulation 4), and AOE+MAG 4% (formulation 3) [201]. Also the diluted systems with 

the mixture of emulsifiers seem to be visibly more homogeneous. The smallest mean size of 

the particles (formulation 2 and 3) has been obtained in systems containing 4% of 

emulsifying agent. The smallest particles obtained in basic systems were not smaller than 37 

nm (formulation 2), 58 nm in formulation 1, 3, and 4. The smallest particles are much bigger 

than micelles, so it may be assumed that there is no excess of emulsifier.  

 

7.3.2 Lipid matrix composition 

To determine if the fruit seed oils were incorporated successfully into the beeswax 

matrix the thermal behavior of a number of wax:oil ratios (8:0, 7:1, 6:2, 5:3 and 4:4) were 

recorded, and the range of crystallinity was investigated (Table 12). It was assumed that the 

system comprising of equal ratio of lipids (4:4) is the theoretical borderline for incorporation 

capacity, since at that point more seed oil is present than solid lipid into which it should be in 

cooperated. This would make the seed oil the dominant phase, and thus limit the ability of 

the solid phase to protect the seed oil.  

 

Table 12 Melting points of the lipid mixtures of of wax:oil ratios (8:0, 7:1, 6:2, 5:3 and 4:4) 

Lipids ratio 

wax:oil w/w 

Melting points of the lipid mixtures   (°C) 

Blackcurrant Blackberry Raspberry Strawberry Plum 

7:1 61.9 61.8 62.0 62.1 62.0 

6:2 61.2 61.4 61.0 61.0 61.4 

5:3 60.6 61.0 60.5 58.7 60.0 

4:4 60.3 58.6 57.5 57.6 59.9 
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Figure 17 Comparison of the DSC thermograms of pure beeswax (solid line) with wax:oil (6:2) mixtures. The vertical line 
highlights the m.p. of pure beeswax which was measured here to be 63°C. As can be seen all the wax:oil mixtures display 

a lower m.p. due to the wax crystal lattice disruption by the oil 

 

 

The thermogram of beeswax (Figure 16) showed that the sample is a single-phase 

material. The plot shows two peaks (52.5˚C and 62.3˚C) which represent the melting 

transitions of two different crystalline forms corresponding to the major components of 

beeswax, such as fatty esters and wax esters. Buchwald claimed that “these peaks probably 

represent the melting of distinct phases, each of which could be single or multicomponent in 

nature” [204]. The thermogram of beeswax (Figure 17) showed two peaks (52.5˚C and 

62.3˚C) which represent the melting transitions of two different crystalline forms 

corresponding to the complexity of the bees wax [204]. The thermograms reflect the 

complexity of the chemical composition of the matrix, and highlight that the less ordered 

crystalline structure provides improved physical stability and lower expulsion of drug from 

Blackberry 
Blackcurrant 

Plum 
Raspberry 

Strawberry 

Beeswax 
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particles [205]. These thermograms shows that by increasing the amount of seed oil a 

depression in m.p. and melting enthalpies occurred. The shape of the first peak (at 52°C) has 

been flattened. This is the result of the disruption of the order of the lipid crystals. For less 

ordered crystals or amorphous compounds, the melting process does not require as much 

energy as compared to a pure compound in which a stronger lattice energy would need to 

be overcome.  

The thermograms show that the peaks start to broaden in the samples containing a 

wax:oil ratio of 6:2 (at ratio 7:1 no changes were observed). This is an indication of 

significant changes in the crystal lattice, due to higher molecule mobility within the NLCs. 

Therefore, the 6:2 ratio was set as the optimum in terms of oil incorporation. Further 

addition of the seed oil (5:3 or 4:4) will lower further the crystallinity of the matrix and thus 

negatively affect the protective ability of NLCs. Wissing and Müller [1] showed a correlation 

between lower crystallinity and loss of occlusive function of the emulsion and thus TEWL of 

the skin. Therefore, in the systems I needed to maximize the amount of entrapped oil, but 

considering that the addition of the oil causes a loss in crystallinity. 

 

7.3.3 Nanostructured lipid carrier composition 

Stability measurements of the NLCs were made at 0, and 11 weeks. After 11 weeks 

clear distinctions between the formulations were visible. The results are presented in table 

13. 
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Table 13 The systems stability change with time. Changes in emulsion systems are shown as comparison after system 
preparation (t=0), and after eleven weeks (Δt) as characterized by particle size, polydispersity index, zeta potential and 

pH. Formulation 3A shows the best stability. 

Formulation 

symbol 

Mean size (nm) Pdi ζ potential (mV) pH 

t=0 Δt=11weeks t=0 
Δt=11 

weeks 
t=0 

Δt=11 

weeks 
t=0 

Δt=11 

weeks 

3  274.5 +22.8 0.1977 -0.052 -34.1 +9.0 4.0 -0.2 

3A 247.6 +13.3 0.1530 +0.083 -28.9 +2.5 4.1 +0.8 

3B 258.1 +37.9 0.1982 +0.034 -32.2 +4.3 4.2 +0.8 

4  337.0 +19.0 0.2540 -0.055 -38.0 +10.1 3.9 -0.3 

4A 300.5 +69.5 0.4412 -0.317 -38.5 +9.7 4.1 +0.6 

4B 355.0 +77.2 0.2734 -0.097 -33.9 +4.1 4.2 +0.8 

 

From the DLS measurements, it can be observed that samples of the formulation 4 

(2% of emulsifier) had a larger particle diameter and loss in polydispersity (Table 13), which 

indicates that the particles had agglomerated. The smallest changes can be observed in the 

formulation 3A.  

Even though a ζ potential above 30 mV or below -30 mV is traditionally required for 

long term electrostatic stabilization [206], my emulsions were developed using nonionic 

emulsifiers and thus the magnitude of the ζ potential in the systems is sufficient to consider 

them as stable [207]. These impart stability to NLC dispersions by steric mechanisms, and 

thus stability may be followed by a change in ζ potential with time [208], especially when the 

other results indicate good stability as well. The best formulation in this case was 3A where 

we observed the smallest change in ζ potential. This formulation also had the lowest initial 

variation in size distribution and lowest observed turbidity, as compared to all other 

formulations. All other samples, with higher Pdi values, were turbid. Based on these results, 

the formulation 3A was chosen as the best carrier for the various seed oils.  
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7.3.4 Nanostructured lipid carriers containing different seed oils  

In general, the addition of an oil to a solid lipid reduces its crystallinity due to 

decreased structure arrangement. However, the effect depends on the mixing ratio, but also 

on the composition of the liquid lipid. In fact, the results of the thermal characterization 

carried out on different NLC systems showed that changes of m.p. occurred not only in 

different lipid ratios, but also with different seed oils (among the same lipids ratios) (Figure 

18). 

 

 

Figure 18 Thermograms of NLC emulsion systems based on formulation 3A, with different fruit seed oils. Difference 
observed are due to the FA composition of each seed oil, and strength of molecular interaction 

 

The biggest difference was observed with plum and strawberry, which reflects the 

differences in FA composition of the oils used (Table 14). Plum has the most MUFAs C18:1 

(about three times more than plum, and strawberry have the most PUFA C18:3 (in plum only 

traces was detected). The plum having the lowest amount of unsaturated MUFAs were able 

Strawberry 

Blackcurrant 
Raspberry 
Blackberry 

Plum 
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to form regular repeating units within the lipid, whereas the PUFAs and their irregular 

positioning inhibit this process. 

Table 14 Differences in NLC stability due to various seed oils. Changes in emulsion systems are shown as results 
comparison after system preparation (t=0) and eleven weeks (Δt) as characterized by particle size, polydispersity index, 

zeta potential and pH. Changes observed are due to seed oil FA composition. Interestingly in formulation 3A seed oil 
content is 2% of total phase. 

3A 

Formulation 

containing 

fruit seed oil 

Mean size (nm) Pdi ζ potential (mV) pH 

t=0 Δt=11weeks t=0 
Δt=11 

weeks  
t=0 

Δt=11 

weeks 
t=0 

Δt=11 

weeks 

Blackcurrant 247.6 +13.3 0.1530 +0.083 -28.9 +1.2 4.38 +0.4 

Blackberry 228.6 +29.47 0.1341 +0.04 -27.9 +0.6 4.51 +0.5 

Raspberry 221.0 +6.82 0.1407 -0.04 -28.1 +2.2 4.24 +0.7 

Strawberry 248.5 -3.13 0.1710 0.00 -29.8 +2.0 4.32 +0.7 

Plum 274.1 -14.49 0.2010 -0.02 -29.2 +0.5 4.34 +0.3 

 

From Table 14 it can be observed that a broad range of seed oils were incorporated 

successfully into the NLC, with this given formulation. However, no significant differences in 

the NLC stability was observed with varying seed oils, as the seed oil is incorporated into the 

wax matrix, and thus has little or no effect on the stability of the NLC.  

 

7.3.5 Characterization of nanostructured lipid carriers by 1H NMR  

In order to assess if the seed oil has been incorporated into the lipid matrix, 1H NMR 

spectra were recorded. To make this comparison a spectrum of beeswax was compared to 

the spectrum of the NLC, as shown in Figure 19. It was assumed that if oil excess would 

occur, it would be dispersed in the continuous phase [209, 210] forming simple emulsion 

droplets and thus appear as additional peaks in the 1H-NMR spectra. For comparison the 

following formulation were chosen 3, 3A, 3B, 4, 4A, and 4B. In addition, spectra of 

formulations containing no beeswax (only emulsifier, seed oil and water) were recorded. The 

latter systems represent samples in which an oil excess occurred, and consequently observe 

a dispersed phase with seed oil.  
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Analyzing the latter samples the signals of the hydrophilic emulsifier (AOE) and fatty 

acids are clearly visible at 1.2 ppm. When comparing emulsion to SLN it can be observed a 

decrease in peak intensities and at the same time a broadening of the same peaks. 

Moreover, it is likely that AOE arrange its hydrophilic part on the surface of the 

nanoparticles, whereas the fatty alcohol is immobilized toward the inner part of the 

nanoparticles (the signals due to the FAs are broad, it suggests that the FAs cannot move 

freely). The same phenomenon was observed by Casadei et al. [211], and Zimmermann et al. 

[212]. The seed oil is incorporated into the NLC when the PUFA peaks become broader and 

wider as shown by Jenning et al. [213]. The formulations containing both the beeswax and 

the oil show a progressive decrease of the mobility of the oil (broader signals) when the 

amount of beeswax is increased. It is observed in the range of 0.8 ppm – 2.1 ppm (the C-C 

bonds). The same phenomenon occurs for the C=C bonds at 5.2-5.4 ppm. 

 

The fact that the seed oil peaks persist, even in the solid matrix may suggest that the 

lipid nanoparticles are not completely solid, and that some relaxation of the protons of the 

lipids can be observed even if the peaks are very broad. Moreover the intensity of the peaks 

due to the lipids increases when the amount of oil employed in the formulation is increased. 

It is likely that the structure of the nanoparticles is partially solid even when a very low 

amount of beeswax is used (ratio 6:2 beeswax:oil). Since the basic formulation 3 and 4 differ 

by the amount of emulsifier the spectra are the same as expected. Comparing 3A and 4A, 

the better incorporation was observed in 3A, which can be explain by smaller amount of 

liquid lipid and higher amount of emulsifier, so the oil is not repulsed from the lipid matrix. 

Comparing 3B and 4B, the better seed oil incorporation was observed in 4B, which contained 

more lipid and less emulsifier.  
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Figure 19 
1
HNMR spectra of O/W emulsions, SLN samples, and NLC (the NLC shown here has a wax:oil ratio of 6:2). The 

seed oil is evidently incorporated into the matrix structure, as can be seen by the disappearance of the peaks at 0.8-2.1 
ppm 

 

Based on data obtained it seems that it is possible to adjust the physical state of the 

nanoparticles simply by changing the ratio between beeswax and oil. This indicates the 

possibility to modulate the release rate of an active molecule encapsulated into the 

nanoparticles. This can also result in different textures, which is of great significance in its 

performance as a cosmetic emulsion. Altering the seed oil, from various fruit did not 

significantly alter the 1HNMR spectra as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 
1
HNMR of NLC nanosuspensions (formulation 3A) with varying fruit seed oils. 

 

7.3.6 Oxidative stability of obtained systems 

The PV of pure seed oils, O/W emulsions, SLNs and NLCs was measured before and 

after UV radiation. The results showed a difference in PV between pure seed oils and the oils 

incorporated in various emulsions. The blanks, i.e. the formulations without seed oil have 

low PV values, indicating that only the seed oil was oxidized under UV radiation. After UV 

exposure the NLC PVs were always lower than those of the O/W emulsions, showing that the 

NLC is an effective protection system. The detailed results are presented in the Table 15. 
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Table 15 PV values (mmol of O2/kg) of the systems measured 24 hours after preparation, before UV radiation, and after 5 
hours of UV radiation. Shaded regions highlight difference between O/W and NLC. The NLC offers effective protection 

against photodegradation of the seed oils. 

Seed oil 

Seed oil O/W (no beeswax) NLC 

UV Exposure 

Before After 5h Before After 5h Before After 5h 

Plum 1.50±0.02 36.79±1.09 0.57±0.06 6.51±0.11 0.59±0.03 4.88±0.60 

Blackcurrant 7.75±0.05 101.74±2.09 3.05±0.06 12.13±0.12 0.86±0.003 10.58±0.53 

Blackberry 9.78±0.03 252.77±3.03 2.47±0.52 15.19±0.24 1.54±0.19 12.09±0.86 

Strawberry 10.69±0.003 137.91±0.92 2.33±0.07 11.42±0.71 0.55±0.01 5.21±0.66 

Raspberry 1.53±0.04 111.94±6.27 2.88±0.11 18.31±0.22 1.00±0.01 16.57±0.23 

Blank - - 0.21±0.05 0.88±0.01 0.11±0.02 0.75±0.01 

 

7.3.7 Rheological behavior of the obtained systems 

The obtained SLN systems were acting like Newtonian fluids. The addition of 

thickening agent seemed to be necessary. Sample 3A was prepared with different amounts 

(2, 3, 4, 5, and 6%) of thickening agent. The samples of 3A with 5% and 6% of thickening 

agent were chosen as typical for intended to be used on the skin. The percentage of 

thickening agent was chosen based on sensory analysis. From a sensorial viewpoint these 

samples were described as “jelly-like”. All the systems containing the thickening agent were 

thixotropic emulsions (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21 Viscosity vs. shear rate plot. The example of rheological behavior of the system containing 0.36% thickening 
agent 

After addition of thickening agent the emulsion could be easily taken by a spatula and 

was stayed in position even after inversion of the spatula.  

The addition of the thickening agent changes only its functional features so the 

consistence of the system can be modulated due to its application. 

 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this section I have attempted to show the suitability of using PUFA-rich oils as 

components of NLCs. I have used cold pressed fruit seed/kernel oils of common European 

fruits, such as plums, blackberries, blackcurrants, raspberries and strawberries as lipid matrix 

modifiers and bioactive components. In addition, the use of fruit seeds is environmentally 

sustainable, as they are considered a waste product. Nanosuspensions which had the best 

stability had a wax:oil ratio of 6:2. Increasing the amount of oil resulted in changes in the 

crystallinity of the wax, and thus lower inclusion. These results are comparable to Wissing et 

al. [1] I have successfully formulated stable NLC nanosuspensions for topical use, using these 

fruit seed oils.  

Because of its low viscosity (0.025 Pas) the systems can be modified and adjusted 

depending on the application and needs.  

In addition, it was shown that the NLC acts as an effective method of protection against 

oxidation by UV radiation. Therefore NLCs modified by common fruit seed oils should be 
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considered as an effective and environmentally beneficial method of supplementing the skin 

with LA [177]. NLCs have shown effective in the protection of bioactive components, and 

thus allow for the inclusion and design of environmentally friendly FAs.  
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8 Summary  

 

In this thesis, I have attempted to show the viability of using domestic fruit seed oils 

in a number of cosmetic emulsions. I have shown that fruit seed oils are suitable, as sources 

of PUFAs, with surprisingly higher content of PUFAs than many other “exotic” fruit seed oils 

commonly advertised. The use of these domestic fruit seeds has the benefit of being doubly 

advantageous, in that first high PUFA oils may be cheaply used in cosmetic emulsions, and 

secondly waste material may be recycled and reused. The use of domestic fruit seed oils in 

emulsions is therefore a core aspect of the 12 rules of Green Chemistry. I have shown that 

specifically fruit seeds, such as apple, blackberries, blackcurrants and strawberries can be 

used as sources of UFAs in personal care products, especially in leave-on products. Using 

these oils, I have created stable emulsions, and have shown that cosmetic emulsions from 

these oils have successfully be formulated. Several other points should be noted: 

1) The raspberries, strawberries, blackcurrants and apples cold pressed seed oils form a 

stable oil-in-water emulsion systems, even in a large range of concentrations, i.e. up 

to 6% by weight of the oil phase. 

2) The mMAG emulsifier was good stabilizer of the emulsion containing tested seed oils 

in a wide range of required HLB of the oil phase. 

3) The best stability had emulsions in which the phase ratio oil:water was 20:80 and 

19:81 respectively. Increasing the amount of the aqueous phase up to above 81% 

resulted in a partial destabilization of the emulsions. 

4) It was found that the analyzed fruit seed oil can be used as cosmetic emulsion 

components, even at relatively high concentration, i.e. approx. 10%. From 

dermatological reasons some restrictions on the use may appear due to high 

concentration of bioactive components, however this will require further 

investigation. 

5) It appears that therefore seed oils of domestic fruits have similar properties to 

“exotic oils” and thus their implementation or inclusion in cosmetic emulsions is only 
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a question of marketing. With the success of marketing of organic and local products 

this has a realistic possibility. 

 

To protect the PUFAs from oxidation, the cold pressed fruit seed oils of common 

European fruits, such as plums, blackberries, blackcurrants, raspberries and strawberries can 

be used as lipid matrix modifiers and bioactive components, specifically NLCs. Here is was 

found that the nanosuspensions with best wax:oil ratio was empirically tested to be 6:2. 

Increasing the amount of oil resulted in changes in the crystallinity of the wax, and thus 

lower inclusion. I have successfully formulated stable NLC nanosuspensions for topical use, 

using these common fruit seed oils. Because of its low viscosity (0.025 Pas) the systems can 

be modified and adjusted depending on the application and needs. In addition, I have shown 

that the NLC acts as an effective method of protection against oxidation by UV radiation. 

Therefore NLCs modified by common fruit seed oils should be considered as an effective and 

environmentally beneficial method of supplementing the skin with linoleic acid. NLCs have 

shown to be effective in the protection of bioactive components, and thus allow for the 

inclusion and design of environmentally friendly FAs. As part of this, I have developed a new 

modified method to determine the PV of emulsions.  
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9 Outlook 

Taking into account the advantages of both, the tested oils and NLCs system, and based on 

obtained results it would be beneficial to conduct following further studies: 

9.1 The domestic fruit seed oils should be applied in other, more specific systems, i.e. 

multiple emulsions:  

 oil-in-NLC (O/NLC)  

Internal phase can be a vehicle for lipophilic bioactive components, which can be 

incorporated due to the request and the specific skin needs: liposoluble vitamins 

(A, D, E, K) – or their ester derivatives if there are some law restrictions 

announced by Scientific Committee On Consumer Safety (SCCS). 

 NLC-in-oil (NLC/O) 

Internal phase containing the proper ratio of PUFAs, external phase containing 

more phospholipids and cholesterol to complete the intercellular lipid structure 

and improve the penetration of bioactive components. It would be immensely 

helpful to reduce skin dryness when induced by skin disease and/or intercellular 

lipid disorders, i.e. atopic dermatitis, psoriasis and contact dermatitis  

These multiple emulsions have the advantages of the both O/W emulsion and 

NLC systems. The bioactive component incorporated in inner phase may be even 

more protected. 

9.2 The all obtained systems should be tested in order to the actual influence of 

domestic fruit seed oils on the skin in form of various system types: 

 release studies sustained release of bioactive compound after topical use to 

avoid skin irritation; control of the mechanism of the prolonged administration 

[214-217] 

 Semipermeable membranes can be used for the studies [218-220] 
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 in vivo instrumental skin tests devices could be used for short term and long 

term influence on the skin. Some basic parameters should be tested such as 

TEWL, skin moisturization and its elasticity [221-223] 
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